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ABSTRACT
“MOVERS AND STAYERS”
MOVEMENT ECOLOGY OF YELLOWTAIL SNAPPER OCYURUS CHRYSURUS
AND HORSE-EYE JACK CARANX LATUS AROUND BUCK ISLAND REEF NATIONAL
MONUMENT, U.S. VIRGIN ISLANDS
MAY 2018
ASHLEIGH J. NOVAK, B. S. UNIVERSITY OF NEW ENGLAND
M.S. UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
Directed by: Adrian Jordaan

When movement ecology of target species is coupled with spatial management
approaches, such as marine protected areas (MPAs), the results can establish effective
conservation outcomes. Nevertheless, a knowledge gap persists regarding how many marine
organisms use specific environments over long, continuous periods of time. Acoustic telemetry
arrays and fine-scale positioning systems are quickly pervading the marine environment as they
can monitor animal movements on a near continuous basis, filling in many previous unknowns
on spatial use patterns. Further, coupling fine-scale movement patterns and benthic habitat data
provides a spatial framework foundation essential to understanding the intricacies of how
habitats can drive movement ecology, and how organisms might link adjacent habitats and
resources through movement. The first chapter of this thesis quantified both the broad- and finescale movement patterns of yellowtail snapper Ocyurus chrysurus (n = 8) around Buck Island
Reef National Monument (BIRNM), St. Croix, U.S. Virgin Islands, an MPA managed by the
National Park Service. High site fidelity and a clear affinity to the western shelf break
characterized common broad-scale movements observed for this species. Two distinct
v

contingents were detected by the positioning system suggesting individuals were using habitats
in two unique, highly structured ways, however, this result requires further validation through an
increased sample size. For the second chapter, I characterized the broad-scale movement ecology
of horse-eye jack Caranx latus (n = 7), an understudied, but common predatory reef fish. Horseeye jack are wide ranging, with most individuals visiting almost all receivers (n = 78) in the
BIRNM array network. Comparatively, horse-eye jack made more frequent BIRNM boundary
crossings into adjacent MPAs harboring various levels of protection. Taken together, these two
case studies highlight how sympatric reef species differentially use space within BIRNM and
highlight the necessity of evaluating MPA efficacy across species and over longer time scales.
Constructing single species movement assessments is essential information, yet there is now a
demonstrated need for community movement studies. The final chapter of this thesis highlights
promising next steps for this project, including the proposal of a new hourly or sub hourly
movement trajectory analysis, potentially capable of elucidating species interactions in near realtime. Together, this thesis not only fills data gaps on species deficient in ecological studies
(horse-eye jack) but illuminates individuality in habitat and space use (yellowtail snapper), and
how these analyses can be tied back in to developing stronger holistic community population
assessments. With continued exploitation of marine environments and increasing anthropogenic
demand of marine resources, the need for understanding processes driving species movements is
essential in developing successful spatial management plans.
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CHAPTER 1

INCORPORATING MOVEMENT STUDIES USING ACOUSTIC TELEMETRY
INTO THE DECISION-MAKING FRAMEWORK OF SPATIAL MANAGEMENT

At its core, movement ecology seeks to identify and answer when, why, how, and where
organisms move and how these movements may relate to external factors (Demšar et al. 2015).
Shifts in movement tend to be the first response made by aquatic animals upon sensing a change
in the environment, thus having the potential to alter individual and population level dynamics
and overall ecosystem function (Ogburn et al. 2017). As marine environments continue to
change due to natural and anthropogenic forces, our ability to predict and understand how
organisms respond to persistent changes is dependent on our knowledge of animal movements,
inter- and intraspecific interactions, and how ecological processes influence movement and
distribution (Hussey et al. 2015). Understanding these basic ecological questions across
extended, continuous periods of time strengthens our understanding of the dynamic spatial and
temporal interplays influencing movement. This can ultimately provide better, more holistic
protection when considering spatial management plans, such as marine protected areas (MPAs).
With rapid technological advancement over the past few decades, the ability to track and
understand aquatic animal movements across space and time has dramatically improved and
continues to shape the very basic perceptions of ecological processes happening underwater
(Hussey et al. 2015).
Acoustic telemetry is one the most common technologies used to track marine animals
(Heupel et al. 2006; Hussey et al. 2015). Previous methods relied on traditional knowledge of
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common aggregation sites, later replaced by popular mark-recapture methods (Hussey et al.
2015). Yet, data generated from these past techniques lacks resolution with only location of
initial capture and retrieval known. To bypass data coarseness, acoustic telemetry was introduced
in marine environments. Telemetry works by attaching an electronic autonomous transmitter to
an animal, producing a signal that can be detected either by an array of receivers at fixed
locations or by mobile receivers (i.e. attached to the hull of a boat or towed alongside it). Each
receiver has an effective detection range influenced by numerous environmental factors and
study design effects like wind, waves, bottom noise, boat traffic, water current, underlying and
surrounding habitat type, depth of receiver deployment, receiver orientation, and time since
deployment (Mathies et al. 2014; Huveneers et al. 2016). All factors uniquely impact a receiver’s
ability to detect a passing tagged animal and often go unreported or unaccounted for in
biotelemetry studies (Kessel et al. 2013). Furthermore, the transmitter itself can influence its
detectability, with internal and external transmitters reporting different detection ranges (Dance
et al. 2016). Fixed receivers only provide presence and assumed absence data within the
detection range of the listening device. We refer to arrays with non-overlapping receiver
detection ranges as broad-scale telemetry throughout the remainder of this thesis. Despite some
limitations and assumptions imposed using broad-scale telemetry, it has undoubtedly
revolutionized our understanding of animal movements underwater and has provided a useful
tool for extracting relevant movement data able to be used for successful conservation of species
(Hussey et al. 2015).
As acoustic monitoring technology continues to improve, even more details about
specific movement patterns can be ascertained. Within the last few years, acoustic positioning
systems have gained traction to answer questions such as individual changes in habitat use, inter-
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and intraspecific interactions, and diel movement patterns (Espinoza et al. 2011). Positioning
systems work by calculating an individual’s position within a grid of receivers with overlapping
detection coverage using a time difference of arrival algorithm to provide a highly precise
location estimate (Binder et al. 2016). As positioning systems are still a relatively novel way to
study movement, analytical techniques are still being refined, although some standardized
methods for processing the data exist (Meckley et al. 2014). Nesting one of these fine-scale
positioning systems into a broad-scale array of acoustic receivers is not common but has the
potential to provide movement data at multiple spatial scales to better understand subtleties in
ecological inferences made between two array configurations. We refer to positioning systems as
fine-scale telemetry for the remainder of this thesis.
Monitoring animal movement through acoustic telemetry has the potential to
fundamentally change the way we view spatial management approaches, in particular, the design
of MPAs. Currently, over 9,000 MPAs have been established throughout the marine
environment, encompassing approximately 2.8% of the world’s oceans (Costello and Ballantine
2015). Conservation success is attributed to MPAs with five key characteristics: well-enforced,
old (>10 years), large (>100 km2), isolated by deep water or sand, and the designation as
completely no-take (Edgar et al. 2014). The use of MPAs is also consistent with marine spatial
planning (MSP), an approach for improving space use and reducing conflict amongst users that
ideally also enhances management of important species. It wasn’t until the mid-21st century that
people began to realize the necessity for developing more complex management strategies aimed
to conserve species and their environmental interactions in unity (Agardy et al. 2011). The
emergence of ecosystem-based management (EBM) has fueled the need for new tools designed
to move beyond managing single species, instead embracing holistic management strategies
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including embedding MPAs within a MSP framework. To achieve the best management at the
ecosystem level, incorporating long-term multispecies movement data at broad- and fine-scale
resolutions will provide insights towards assessing optimal performance of different management
strategies (Hussey et al. 2015).
While MPAs are an increasingly useful way to achieve EBM through protecting essential
fish habitat either by prohibiting extraction of resources from an area entirely (i.e. marine
reserve) or temporally (i.e. seasonal closure, often based on life history phenology of target
species), opportunistically configured MPAs are still commonly established mainly due to ease
of designation (Agardy 1994; Agardy et al. 2011). These can perform as intended but require
evaluation to determine both conservation and societal goals are being achieved. Ideally, this
type of optimization would be completed ahead of designation or allow redesigning of
boundaries after monitoring an initial period of operation. There has been much debate on the
true efficacy of protected areas and many studies are now using acoustic telemetry to determine
effectiveness for target species (Crossin et al. 2017). Integrating movement data at the inception
of spatial planning has been shown to be an effective way to conserve certain species (Lea et al.
2016). For example, Lea et al. (2016) used acoustic telemetry to elucidate important areas for
both shark and turtle species and evaluated the efficacy of different sized protected areas at a
remote atoll in the Seychelles, Indian Ocean. Their findings were adopted by the Seychelles
government and informed the size of the protected area around the atoll. Despite the many
examples of acoustic telemetry studies focusing on conservation through MPAs, there are far
fewer cases where findings were directly applied to policy decisions by fisheries managers and
conservation practitioners (Crossin et al. 2017).
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Still, strategies for sufficient protection of marine animals can be complex. This is caused
in part by the capacity of many species to move at spatial scales too great to be wholly protected.
Furthermore, it has only been until the last few decades that scientists have been able to obtain
detailed movement data, enough to inform more effective management measures for highly
mobile species. Until high resolution movement studies, preserving large, or in some cases small,
areas of ocean were thought to provide an adequate level of protection, dependent upon the target
goals of the MPA. Resident species that have strong site fidelity (i.e. species with small, welldefined home ranges) are often easier to protect as they predictability occupy relatively small
areas. In contrast, highly mobile species have the ability to transverse large areas of ocean across
many environments creating a particularly challenging scenario for spatial management plans
(Afonso et al. 2009; Jacoby et al. 2012). However, the movement ecology of many species exists
on a continuum between truly resident and highly migratory, a concept that tends to be
overlooked in many studies.

Impetus for protection
As the industrial fishing era began, many small-scale fishing operations transformed into
large commercial ones, able to harvest fish at record speed and efficiency. This revelation ignited
commercial interest towards fishing at large scales, due in part to a growing global demand for
fish and fish products (Jackson et al. 2001), and by no surprise induced wide-spread fisheries
declines as well as a reduction in body size for many fish populations (Steneck and Sala 2005).
Often, targeted commercial species occupy high trophic niches, such as tuna, sharks, and large
grouper and snapper (Heithaus et al. 2008). As a result, large marine predators have been
experiencing severe global declines at a rapid rate (Myers and Worm 2003; Steneck and Sala
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2005; Heithaus et al. 2008), further exacerbated by characteristic long-life spans, low birth rates,
and tendencies to aggregate which make species particularly vulnerable to fishing (Steneck and
Sala 2005). Historical abundances of these large consumer species were much greater than
contemporary observations (Jackson et al. 2001). These changes in abundance are complex and
reflect habitat degradation, pollution and water quality, and anthropogenic climate change in
addition to directed fishing. Still, direct harvest is perceived as the biggest threat to marine
predator populations (Jackson et al. 2001). The question then becomes: what happens to an
ecosystem when the top predators are at low biomasses or are completely removed?
Predator loss in an ecological community can be challenging to quantify since direct and
indirect effects can occur at different spatial and temporal scales (Steneck and Sala 2005). For
example, severe reductions in the abundance of top predator species, primarily caused by chronic
overfishing, may limit or end the ability of the species to perform or significantly interact within
their ecological communities (Jackson et al. 2001). Inevitably, fishing down the food web may
occur. Once the most desirable fish have been removed and targeting them becomes more costly
than advantageous we see a shift to targeting smaller fish which is perhaps a more sustainable
trajectory (Pauly et al. 1998). In the Caribbean, a rapid transition to an increased abundance in
smaller herbivorous fish was observed once large grouper and snapper species experienced large
declines from directed fishing (Mumby et al. 2012). Notably, yellowtail snapper Ocyurus
chrysurus experienced a seven-fold decrease in biomass (Mumby et al. 2012).
In coastal, heavily impacted ecosystems, the status of reef-associated predators remains
particularly dire (Friedlander and DeMartini 2002). Most notable and well-studied are declines in
shark populations (Myers et al. 2007; Heithaus et al. 2008; Ferretti et al. 2010). Large groupers,
snappers, and triggerfish have also been the target of many Caribbean regions (Steneck and Sala
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2005; Mumby et al. 2012), yet even less is known about the complex roles these species play in
the environment. Some large predatory species are wide-ranging; traveling hundreds or even
thousands of miles crossing and intersecting state, federal, or international boundaries making
management particularly challenging. Less transient reef predators may not exhibit such largescale migrations but will make more localized movements to spawning aggregations (i.e. Nassau
grouper Epinephelus striatus in Starr et al. (2007) or exhibit ontogenetic shifts in foraging sites
(Dahlgren and Eggleston 2000). If we are to continue on the EBM path by designing and
establishing more MPAs throughout the world’s oceans, then collecting long-term movement
data will be a key component in the success of these protected spaces.

Buck Island Reef National Monument acoustic telemetry network
The current study used broad- and fine-scale acoustic telemetry to elucidate movement
patterns of reef fish in Buck Island Reef National Monument (BIRNM), a MPA managed by the
National Park Service. BIRNM is located northeast of St. Croix in the U.S. Virgin Islands and is
one of the oldest MPAs in the Caribbean. The Monument was originally designated as a mixeduse area in 1961 by Presidential Proclamation 3443 by the U.S. Department of the Interior to
encompass historic shipwreck sites and to preserve the pristine fringing reef habitats around
Buck Island, a small uninhabited island in the center of the protected area (Pittman et al. 2008).
The original Monument was small, encompassing 3.6 km2 and underwent minor boundary
changes in 1975. The most notable changes occurred in 2001, when the Monument was
expanded to 77 km2 and new regulations established BIRNM as an entirely no-take marine
reserve. BIRNM exemplifies an MPA that was opportunistically designed and implemented
without any specific goals for fisheries conservation. Underwater visual surveys have been
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conducted within and around the Monument to monitor both reef fish and changes in benthic
habitat cover (Pittman et al. 2008; Pittman et al. 2014), however, long-term scientifically
validated evidence of the effectiveness of the Monument is still needed to ensure the goals of
BIRNM are being met as well as to continue generating support for management plans (Pittman
et al. 2008).
Previous visual surveys indicated that yellowtail snapper Ocyurus chrysurus were
common inside and outside BIRNM boundaries (Pittman et al. 2008). However, this monitoring
approach cannot track individuals over time, has the potential to miss diurnal movements of fish,
and ultimately lacks the continuous long-term monitoring required to fully document space use.
As yellowtail snapper are a common reef fish found throughout the tropical and subtropical
waters of the western Atlantic Ocean (Cummings 2004), it is important to quantify their
movement patterns. Recently, this species has been deemed data deficient by the IUCN Red List
and current population trends are suspected to be decreasing (Lindeman et al. 2016), although O.
chrysurus continues to be a popular commercial and recreational target (Cummings 2004). In the
United States, major fisheries primarily occur in southeastern Florida and the Florida Keys
(McClellan and Cummings 1998) but yellowtail snapper are also a popular target in the
Caribbean (Muller et al. 2003). Average landings for Puerto Rico and the U.S. Virgin Islands
from 1997 – 2000 account for about 220 metric tons (mt), while the entire U.S. accounts for
about 747 mt during the same time period. Due to its popularity in the Caribbean, it is imperative
that detailed movement data exist, filling ecological knowledge gaps that will inform spatial
management plans.
In contrast to a high abundance of O. chrysurus, horse-eye jack Caranx latus were rarely
observed during visual surveys within the Monument (Pittman et al. 2008). However, visual
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methods to document presence of C. latus may underrepresent abundance (i.e. fish may
immediately flee from diver presence), or surveys were accurately observing a low density of C.
latus. Horse-eye jack are widely distributed member of the Carangidae family found throughout
the Western Atlantic from New Jersey to Brazil (Smith-Vaniz et al. 2015). Horse-eye jack are
classified as least concern by the IUCN Red List (Smith-Vaniz et al. 2015), although they have
the potential to be easily exploitable through high density spawning aggregations (Graham and
Castellanos 2005). Despite not playing a major economic role as the species is known to contain
high levels of ciguatoxins (Vernoux and Lewis 1997), as a mobile piscivorous species (Feitoza et
al. 2005) they have the potential to influence reef communities, move nutrients across
environments, and local populations could be impacted by recreational fishermen. As a mobile
pelagic species, visual surveys have documented C. latus predominantly occupying patch and
offshore reefs (Eggleston et al. 2004), usually between depths of 5 – 57 m (Feitoza et al. 2005).
Multiple mark and recapture studies have been unsuccessful and attributed this to C. latus being
extremely mobile with low fidelity to previously visited reefs (Randall 1962; Chapman and
Kramer 2000). More recently, one acoustically tagged individual supported previous evidence
suggesting C. latus are a highly mobile fish (Farmer and Ault 2017). Even with these few
studies, there remains a large knowledge gap about specific movement patterns for C. latus that
are important considerations when developing appropriate management strategies for mobile
species.
The primary objective of my thesis research was to quantify movement patterns and
identify core use areas of two reef fish species, yellowtail snapper O. chrysurus (Chapter 2) and
horse-eye jack C. latus (Chapter 3), using acoustic telemetry. In addition, the second chapter
investigated ecological conclusions of habitat selection drawn from both broad- and fine-scale
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movement data on yellowtail snapper. I applied various analytical techniques to address
questions on overall space use, potential drivers of movement, and habitat selection behavior.
For the third chapter, I characterized the broad-scale movement patterns of a sympatric, higher
trophic position fish, horse-eye jack C. latus, using the same broad-scale methodology as the
second chapter. To date, only one study has quantified the movement patterns of any fish species
(great barracuda Sphyraena barracuda) within BIRNM (Becker 2016; Becker et al. 2016).
Therefore, to begin determining entire ecosystem function and unite multiple single-species
movement analyses, the fourth chapter was used to investigate how sympatric species, O.
chrysurus, C. latus, and S. barracuda, spatially relate to one another. Ultimately, this research
will provide foundational modeling tools that can be easily applied to other organisms in the
current study site and elsewhere.
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CHAPTER 2

HABITAT USE AND ACTIVITY SPACE PATTERNS OF YELLOWTAIL SNAPPER
OCYURUS CHRYSURUS USING BROAD- AND FINE-SCALE ACOUSTIC
TELEMETRY IN BUCK ISLAND REEF NATIONAL MONUMENT

2.1 Abstract
Understanding the spatial behavior of marine animals is critical in the design and
implementation of spatial planning, including marine protected areas (MPAs). Acoustic
telemetry is one of the most common tools used to monitor marine animals over various
temporal and spatial scales. The recent advent of fine-scale acoustic telemetry (i.e. positioning
systems) has the potential to provide a higher accuracy of animal locations which could elucidate
essential habitat characteristics, diel activity patterns, ontogenetic shifts in habitat or space use,
and can identify inter- and intraspecific partitioning of resources whether that is habitat or space
in general. Yet, limited comparisons have been made between broad and fine-scale acoustic
telemetry data. To facilitate this assessment, movement data were compared for 8 yellowtail
snapper Ocyurus chrysurus tagged within an array of 78 stationary acoustic receivers, including
28 nested in a fine-scale positioning system, deployed within Buck Island Reef National
Monument (BIRNM), a MPA managed by the National Park Service in St. Croix, U.S. Virgin
Islands. Residency indices, network analysis, spatial modeling approaches, and habitat
connectivity plots were used to analyze the broad-scale movement data while Euclidean distance
and classification-based analyses were used to analyze fine-scale positioning data. One of the
primary objectives of this chapter was to determine if broad and fine-scale analytical techniques
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provided complimentary or contradictory information. Broad-scale results suggested most fish
were present along the shallow shelf break west of Buck Island, supported by generalized linear
modeling results indicating only distance to shelf was a significantly strong predictor of O.
chrysurus presence (p < 0.001). Classification-based analysis suggested colonized pavement was
the most commonly used habitat whereas results from the Euclidean distance analysis suggested
movement was occurring randomly (MANOVA; p = 0.6842). Further review of positioning data
suggested two contingents of O. chrysurus moving amongst habitats uniquely. Combined data
suggest that the shelf break is an important area inside BIRNM and habitat use is driven by
individuality, although more research on this is needed. Whether individuals stayed within
Monument boundaries was more easily identified with broad-scale data. Conversely, inferring
habitat use benefitted from fine-scale data. Providing more specific movement data and more
detailed detection probabilities, nested fine-scale systems appear to add substantial information
not obtainable using broad-scale data. For management and conservation purposes, BIRNM is
providing adequate protection to some O. chrysurus in the population.

2.1.1 Key words: Acoustic telemetry, marine protected area, VEMCO positioning system,
network analysis, yellowtail snapper

2.2 Introduction
The ability to quantify animal movement is both critical and fundamental to
understanding a suite of important individual- and population-level processes that are likely to
influence overall fitness and survival (Cooke et al. 2004). Almost every process related to animal
ecology is intimately linked to movement; including foraging, spawning patterns, dispersal, and
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migration. Movement patterns can help delineate optimal habitats and begin to address complex
questions such as individual specialization and its effects on resource selection and partitioning
(Bolnick et al. 2003; Paterson et al. 2012). Delineation of essential habitats and determination of
how individuals interface with their environment over longer temporal scales remains
understudied for most marine fishes (Boström et al. 2011; Furey et al. 2013) yet are vital for
appropriate management decisions.
Traditionally, animal movements have been studied by identifying distribution areas via
visual censuses and conventional tagging. Both approaches lack the spatio-temporal resolution to
detect individuals at management relevant scales, particularly spatially. For example, identifying
distribution areas through visual observations is only able to quantify short-term local population
assessments (Lowe et al. 2003). In addition, visual observations have the potential to be
influenced by the presence of divers, ultimately limiting their value especially for species of fish
that tend to avoid human interactions and are subsequently missed during surveys (Kulbicki
1998). Simple mark and recapture tagging studies are limited by only documenting the original
capture and subsequent recapture location, which restricts the scale of the data substaintially.
There exist situations where these techniques are better suited, but a more complete
understanding of the intricate dynamics of movement ecology needed for improvement of spatial
planning and species management requires more data.
The application of acoustic telemetry in marine environments has provided a new level of
resolution to monitoring movement patterns (Humston et al. 2005; Hussey et al. 2015; Lennox et
al. 2017). Acoustic telemetry bypasses some of the limitations imposed by visual surveys and
mark and recapture studies by obtaining near continuous location data for tagged individuals
within an array of acoustic receivers. Yet, longer term (i.e. seasonal and yearly) fine-scale
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movement patterns are still unknown for most species of fish. A recent advancement in acoustic
telemetry uses a closely spaced grid of receivers to triangulate a fish’s location providing finescale movement resolution (Espinoza et al. 2011; Furey et al. 2013). Outcomes for this type of
information include providing data for extremely dynamic systems allowing for optimization of
protection measures, including the development of location, size, and boundaries of protected
areas. In general, there is limited data on quantifying habitat use in which to guide future
management decisions to ensure species’ persistence (Klein et al. 2015) and telemetry has the
potential to resolve specific information gaps regarding species’ long-term habitat use patterns.
Marine protected areas (MPAs) are designed to allow certain populations to rebuild to
sustainable and fishable levels by implementing varying degrees of protection either seasonally
or continuously. The 9,000 MPAs worldwide account for approximately 2.8 % of the world’s
ocean (Costello and Ballantine 2015) and have been shown to drive positive changes for diverse
fisheries across the globe (Pauly et al. 2002). In the Caribbean, part of Buck Island Reef National
Monument (BIRNM) has been a no-take marine reserve for over fifty years, allowing for a
variety of species to increase in number (Pittman et al. 2008). The expectations that mobile
species will be unaided by MPAs due to movement flux in and out of the protected area has been
refuted due to accumulating evidence suggesting that these areas provide sanctuary at more
inactive life-stages (Gell and Roberts 2003). Previous research on the efficacy of BIRNM has
shown there was a significant increase in adult snapper (Lutjanidae) density inside the MPA but
overall BIRNM fell short in increasing biomass of all fish species observed (Pittman et al. 2014).
Though there has been little direct research investigating individual space and habitat use for
most species of fish within this MPA. Acoustic monitoring has the potential to reveal possible
mechanisms driving temporal and spatial changes for individuals within the fish communities
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(i.e. diel movements, daily home range, ontogenetic shifts, foraging locations, refugia, and
spawning migrations or aggregations) as well as gaining a better understanding of the
surrounding space and habitat connectivity (Pittman et al. 2008; Farmer and Ault 2011).
Yellowtail snapper Ocyurus chrysurus are a common reef fish found throughout the
tropical and subtropical waters of the western Atlantic Ocean (Cummings 2004). Recently, this
species has been deemed data deficient by the IUCN Red List and current population trends are
suspected to be decreasing (Lindeman et al. 2016). Though, O. chrysurus continues to be a
popular commercial and recreational target across their distribution (Cummings 2004). In the
United States, major fisheries primarily occur in southeastern Florida, the Florida Keys
(McClellan and Cummings 1998), and in the Caribbean (Manooch and Drennon 1987; Claro et
al. 2009). Food habits among other ecological requirements, reproduction characteristics, and
genetic structure across the species’ range are well documented (Muller et al. 2003; Vasconcellos
et al. 2008; Trejo-Martínez et al. 2010). Yet, despite their increasing popularity, movement
patterns remain understudied and of pressing concern (Lindholm et al. 2005b; Saillant et al.
2012). Unlike other Lujanids, O. chrysurus are often observed swimming well above the
substrate utilizing their streamlined body and deeply forked tail to presumably move over
comparatively large distances (Randall 1962; Muller et al. 2003). The ability to move across
multiple habitats supports the species generalist feeding behavior (Muller et al. 2003; Lindholm
et al. 2005b). Fine-scale habitat requirements are unknown, though some studies have suggested
O. chrysurus move over sandy areas near offshore reefs between 10 to 70 m depth (Muller et al.
2003). A few studies have shown that certain populations of yellowtail snapper exhibit relatively
high site fidelity and undergo an ontogenetic shift in habitat use (Watson et al. 2002; Lindholm
2004). However, open reef systems are known to be extremely dynamic environments in which
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variability can occur between populations based on geographic differences and anthropogenic
stressors.
This chapter focused on elucidating broad- and fine-scale movements and habitat use of
yellowtail snapper around a Caribbean MPA. Specifically, the objectives of this chapter were:
1.) Compare broad- and fine-scale habitat inferences: specifically asking what more can
we learn from nesting a fine-scale positioning system within a broad-scale array
2.) Investigate the relationship between observed movements and environmental drivers
Ultimately, these data will fill knowledge gaps in O. chrysurus movement ecology at multiple
spatial scales. Overall, little work has been done examining how inferences made from broadand fine-scale movement data may compliment or contradict one another. This research will
continue to expand our understanding of individual specialization and how conspecifics may
alter their movement in relation to other species or the environment. Finally, this research
combined with other concurrent movement studies in BIRNM will provide holistic ecosystembased movement data necessary for designating appropriate scales of protection from a coral reef
perspective.

2.3 Methods
2.3.1 Study area and array design
BIRNM is a no-take MPA located 1.5 km northeast of St. Croix, U.S. Virgin Islands
(Figure 2.1) and is managed by the U.S. National Park Service (NPS; Pittman et al. 2008). The
Monument was established as a mixed-use area in 1961 in part to preserve fringing reef habitat
that surrounds an uninhabited island (Buck Island) from the southwest to the northeast creating a
continuous lagoon habitat. The original boundaries were expanded in 2001 to 77 km2 and new
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regulations were simultaneously implemented restricting all extractive activities within
Monument boundaries (Pittman et al. 2008). In 2003, BIRNM became contiguous with St.
Croix’s East End Marine Park (EEMP), a multi-use protected area (Figure 2.1). One area within
EEMP that receives protection is the lagoon near Teague Bay, off the St. Croix mainland.
Following BIRNM’s shallow shelf break eastward, Lang Bank (LB), a seasonal closure
implemented in 1993 for a red hind Epinephelus guttatus spawning aggregation site, provides
some additional protection and may be a spawning aggregation site for additional species (Figure
2.1; Nemeth et al. 2007).
For this study, 78 VR2W acoustic receivers (69 kHz; VEMCO, Halifax, Nova Scotia,
Canada) were deployed as fixed stations within BIRNM as part of a large collaborative acoustic
network (Figure 2.1). Of those receivers, 28 were nested within a VEMCO positioning system
(VPS) installed in July 2015 (Figure 2.2). The VPS consisted of a tightly spaced grid of receivers
with overlapping detection ranges that generated highly accurate positions of individually tagged
fish (Espinoza et al. 2011). For a position to be calculated, a tag transmission had to be detected
by three or more VPS receivers. Each receiver takes the differences of arrival times at receiver
pairs and calculates an intermediate position. The final position is calculated by averaging all the
intermediate positions and weighing them by quality or the position with the least sensitivity to
error will have the stronger influence on the final calculated position (Espinoza et al. 2011). All
downloaded information was sent directly to VEMCO to be analyzed using hyperbolic
positioning algorithms which returned a weight-averaged position among all possible
combinations of three receivers that detected a transmission (Espinoza et al. 2011; Binder et al.
2016). Each VPS receiver was collocated with a synchronization, or ‘sync’ tag (nominal delay:
500 – 700 sec; VEMCO, Halifax, Nova Scotia, Canada) to synchronize clocks among receivers
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and to assess array performance. In addition, three reference tags (nominal delay: 500 – 700 sec)
were deployed at fixed locations throughout the VPS array (Figure 2.2) to ensure time
synchronization between receivers and to inform if detection probabilities changed in relation to
environmental conditions.
Three receivers were placed outside the eastern boundary of BIRNM in East End Marine
Park (EEMP), and five were located along the shallow shelf break out to Lang Bank (LB),
approximately 13 km from the farthest LB receiver to the closest receiver inside BIRNM. Both
areas are open to fishing. These stations were present throughout the duration of the study
period, from May 2015 to April 2017. In October (n = 13) and November (n = 3) 2016,
additional receivers were installed within the lagoon near Teague Bay off the St. Croix mainland
and supplemental receivers were installed in LB (n = 4; Figure 2.1). Finally, a seasonal array of
fifteen receivers were installed in LB from December 2015 to April 2016.
All receivers were anchored with either sand screws (0.91-m long, 15-cm diameter
blades) or cement blocks, determined by the underlying habitat type (Becker et al. 2016). Data
from the entire array was downloaded biannually via SCUBA and free diving by NPS
employees, collaborators, and volunteers. The Monument consists of a variety of benthic habitat
types distributed throughout the shallow shelf area in a patchy mosaic pattern (Pittman et al.
2008). Each of these habitat types uniquely affects the ability of receivers to detect transmission
signals from tagged fish. Range testing for a smaller subset of the current array determined a
50% average detection probability at approximately 125 m (Selby et al. 2016).
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2.3.2 Fish capture and tagging
Yellowtail snapper were caught inside BIRNM by trolling during the day and dusk hours
with typical recreational fishing gear using a variety of artificial lures, and at night by bottom
jigging around a full moon event. Upon capture, fish were visually assessed to ensure they were
in the best condition possible (i.e. no physical trauma present, no gut hooking). If this
requirement was met, individuals were implanted with a coded transmitter (model V9, 69KHz, 9
mm diameter, approximate 632-day battery life, VEMCO, Halifax, Nova Scotia, Canada). Each
transmitter was preprogrammed with a varying dominant delay ping rate between 50 and 130
seconds (mean: 90 sec) that reduced the risk of tag collisions. In addition, all tags had a twoweek interval of a quicker 15 sec minimum ping rate and 45 sec max ping rate (mean: 30 sec) to
maximize detection probability, set to start at either 30, 120, 210, or 300 days post activation.
Prior to tag implantation, fish were placed into a 100 L container of ambient seawater
with a diluted stock solution of 10 g 1-1 of the anesthetic tricaine methanesulfonate (MS222)
slowly added to induce stage 4 anesthesia (O’Toole et al. 2011; Becker et al. 2016). Once
individuals displayed signs of slowed gill movement and a loss of equilibrium they were placed
on the padded surface of the tote and a tube was gently placed in the mouth, lightly pumping a
continuous stream of the seawater containing MS222 over the gills. Halfway through the
surgery, fresh seawater was added to initiate recovery. Each transmitter was disinfected with
70% isopropyl alcohol prior to being inserted anteriorly into the abdominal cavity through a
small incision off the central mid-line between the pelvic and anal fins. The incision was closed
with 2 – 3 simple interrupted sutures (Ethicon polydioxanone monofilament sterile absorbable
FS-1, 24 mm reverse cutting needle sutures; Model PDS*II) and all surgeries lasted
approximately 8 minutes. A small fin clip was sampled from the anal fin of each tagged fish for
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future genetic and stable isotope analysis and fork length was measured to the nearest centimeter.
All individual fish were placed in a stationary floating net pen (mean: 34.8 minutes) to allow for
recovery prior to release. Once individuals displayed normal swimming behavior they were
either released within 200 m of the capture location or released near West Beach off Buck Island
to reduce potential predation events.

2.3.3 Data processing and analysis
Detection data between the end of May 2015 to mid-April 2017 (693 d) were used for all
analyses. Data recovered from all receivers were corrected for time drift, then filtered for
detections that occurred less than 15-sec apart, based on the highest tag ping rate during the
rapid-two-week interval. Short ping rates (i.e. those that occurred < 15-sec apart) were assumed
to be biologically unlikely, attributed to echoes or simultaneous detections, and were removed.
Fish that were recorded on receivers for less than 3 days and fish that had less than 1,000
detections were also removed, both being used as a cutoff to ensure that analyses were not
influenced by fish that either died or quickly emigrated from the array post tagging. The number
of detections recorded over the duration of the study has the potential to influence ecological
inferences (Becker et al. 2016). Therefore, we employed the two cutoffs to reduce the potential
for inaccurate interpretation of the monitoring data.

2.3.3.1 Broad-scale movement analysis
Residency within Monument boundaries was quantified using a residency index (RI)
which was calculated by dividing the total number of days a fish was detected on any receiver
within BIRNM by the maximum number of possible days the fish could have been detected (i.e.
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the period between the day of release and the last day the fish was detected; Afonso et al. 2016).
An individual was considered present if there were at least two detections per day (Lédée et al.
2015b). RI values can range from 0 (complete absence) to 1 (complete presence) and were
calculated for each individual fish for the entire BIRNM array. RIs were also calculated monthly
for the entire study period by averaging the RI of all individuals present in each month. To
determine how well RI reflects true “residency”, a ratio between the observed and expected
(O/E) detections in a given day was calculated and averaged monthly for present individuals. For
all tags, the rapid-two-week ping rate often overlapped neighboring months, thus the different
expected values were calculated separately. When overlap occurred, the mean expected rapid
rate (30 sec) value was averaged with the mean expected dominant rate (90 sec) to estimate
monthly ratio. Finally, detections observed on all receivers outside Monument boundaries (LB,
EEMP and Teague Bay) were summed by month across the study period.
To explore broad-scale usage of the Monument by O. chrysurus, network analysis (NA)
as described by Finn et al. (2014) was implemented using the igraph package (Csardi and Nepusz
2006). Briefly, NA created individualized spatial graphs, where stationary receivers were treated
as network nodes, and node size weighted according to the number of detections recorded at that
location. Movements between nodes were represented by edges weighted by the amount of
movement between two receivers. All receivers were placed in their actual (x,y) locations to
facilitate interpreting the extent of space use within Monument boundaries. Edge arrows indicate
directed movement pathways, with self-loop arrows representing detections occurring
consecutively at the same receiver (Finn et al. 2014). In addition, the ggnetworkmap function in
the GGally package (Schloerke et al. 2014) and the ggmap package (Kahle and Wickham 2013)
were used to geographically plot individual fish movements in a network.
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To test whether observed individual fish exhibited non-random movements, I generated
10,000 random networks using a bootstrap approach. Each new sequence of movements was
based on the number of filtered detections retained for an individual fish and allowed the
individual to be detected at any receiver (n = 78 BIRNM stations) throughout the sequence (i.e. a
link rearrangement). A to/from matrix was constructed from the new random sequence creating
an edge list and thus a new random movement graph (i.e. random network). Network-level
metrics (degree, betweenness and closeness) were calculated for each new random movement
graph (n = 10,000) to test against the original observed movement graph metrics using a onesample Wilcoxon signed rank test (α = 0.05).
Core use receivers (CURs) were identified to define highly visited areas with the igraph
package (Csardi and Nepusz 2006) following methodology of Becker et al. (2016). Centrality
metrics based on degree value were used to rank the receivers in an individual’s network, with
receivers falling below the 50% identified as being CURs (Becker et al. 2016). Centrality degree
should be broadly comparable to other utilization density techniques that estimate frequency of
use, therefore I chose degree over betweenness and closeness centrality metrics to identify CURs
for individual networks. CURs generated through NA were used as an alternative to conventional
kernel utilization density estimators as they provide a more holistic representation of individual
space use and give more weight to movement corridors (Jacoby and Freeman 2016). All data
processing and analyses were conducted in R statistical software version 3.3.3 (R Core Team
2017).
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2.3.3.2 Habitat reclassification
Each receiver (n = 78) in BIRNM was assigned a habitat by NPS based on the immediate
habitat type where it was installed. However, given the complex mosaic habitat configuration
distributed within the Monument (Pittman et al. 2008), a more accurate habitat assignment was
warranted, specifically for modeling purposes to parse out O. chrysurus habitat preferences. In
such a complex environment, we did not want to assume that the habitat type in which the
receiver was installed over solely reflected the individual’s preference for that specific habitat
type. Therefore, we wanted to assess habitat based on previously determined detection ranges
(Selby et al. 2016) and the proportion of habitat in each receiver’s effective detection range.
To achieve this reassignment of habitat type, a 125-m buffer was created around each
receiver in ArcGIS version 10.5, based off the 50% detection probably at this distance (Selby et
al. 2016). Next, the shallow habitat layer (Costa et al. 2012) was intersected with the receiver
buffer. This provided percentages of each distinct habitat type within the 125-m buffer. The
habitat with the highest percentage of coverage within the buffer was then assigned to the
receiver. However, this technique is assumptive in the fact that we assume all receivers have an
average 50% detection probability at 125 m. Selby et al. (2016) concluded that based on the
habitat type, receivers in homogenous sand had a 50% detection probability at 213.4 m, low
rugosity hard bottom at 123.9 m, mixed hard bottom with sand channels at 83.7 m, and high
rugosity reef at 30.7 m. To correct for this, an additional assignment of habitat was conducted
where each receiver, based on the new habitat type assignment, had either a 213.4, 123.9, 83.7,
or 30.7 m buffer placed around it. Buffers at each of the four sizes were then intersected with
habitat layer and percentages were extracted and used to assign a final habitat type to each
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receiver. This final assignment was used to generate habitat connectivity plots and used for the
generalized linear models to determine potential habitat preference of O. chrysurus.
To understand broad-scale habitat connectivity, a circular layout was constructed to
visualize large amounts of receiver/habitat movement variation among individual O. chrysurus
(Gu et al. 2014). First, a to/from matrix of individual movements between each receiver/habitat
was constructed. This matrix was then used to create a series of habitat sectors used to visualize
the number of incoming and outgoing movements (Espinoza et al. 2015b). The direction of flow
is indicated by the arrow head and the size of the flow is determined by the width of the arrow at
its base. All circular plots were created using the circos.trackPlotRegion function from the
circlize package in RStudio with R version 3.3.3 (R Core Team 2017).

2.3.3.3 Modeling O. chrysurus space use
To determine the probability of O. chrysurus being detected on any receiver in BIRNM
over the 23-mon study period, a generalized linear model (GLM) with a binomial distribution
was generated using the glm function from the lme4 package (Bates et al. 2015). Independent
variables included reclassified habitat, bottom depth where each receiver was placed, and
distance from each receiver to the shallow shelf break. We included distance to shelf break as a
covariate to absorb potential spatial autocorrelation and as an a priori because visualizing spatial
networks suggested the shelf break might be an important area. Both continuous covariates
(bottom depth and distance to shelf) were standardized and a quadratic term for each was
generated. A logit link function with the binomial response variable (presence or absence of fish
on each receiver in the BIRNM array) was used to back-transform the estimated regression
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coefficients to interpret conditional effects of covariates. Prior data exploration was done using
methods from Zuur et al. (2013).
The full model included each additive covariate and included interactions between them.
Subsequent models were then created with decreasing levels of complexity as covariates and
interactions were dropped. When all models had been generated we ranked them using Akaike
information criteria (AICc) using the AICctab function in the AICcmodavg package (Mazerolle
2017). We compared model fit based on AICc model weights and log likelihood values.
Overdispersion, variance inflation factors (VIFs), and Pearson residuals were also calculated
based on our best fit model. Based on the best model, we predicted the probability of detecting
an O. chrysurus with the significant covariate.
In addition, a generalized linear mixed effect model (GLMM) was generated using the
same variables as in the GLM. The eight O. chrysurus were used as a random effect in the model
to determine any effect of an individual’s receiver usage. I added individual fish as a random
effect to the first and second best performing GLMs and AICc was used to compare all four
models. The best GLM outperformed the GLMMs so I proceeded the analysis with the best
GLM.
Since acoustic telemetry consists of a series of normally dependent sequential
observations on an individual over time, they have the potential to be both spatially and
temporally autocorrelated (Villegas-Ríos et al. 2017). I used residual bubble plots from the
package gstat (Pebesma 2004), variograms, and correlograms (Bjørnstad and Falck 2001) to
examine the extent of spatial autocorrelation (Zuur et al. 2010). The node size of bubbles in the
bubble plots is proportional to the value of the residuals and should not show any spatial pattern
of clustering negative or positive values. Variograms were used to assess the spatial dependence
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between two receivers, with receivers close to each other having similar residuals (Zuur et al.
2010). Finally, as another alternative to examine spatial correlation, spline correlograms were
used to depict correlation between locations over a range of lag distances, with positive and
negative values being a potential problem (Zuur et al. 2010).

2.3.3.4 Fine-scale movement analysis
All downloaded detection data were postprocessed by VEMCO, in which twodimensional positions were derived from the raw detection data using a set of hyperbolic
positioning algorithms that weight the average location of a transmission detected on three or
more receivers and favor the position with lowest error sensitivity (Espinoza et al. 2011;
Meckley et al. 2014; Roy et al. 2014). Positions for both sync tags and animal-implanted tags
have an associated unit-less error or confidence value derived from the calculation, termed
horizontal positioning error (HPE). Sync and reference tags also have measured error (HPEm)
based on the known location of the tag in the array. If there is a strong statistical relationship
between HPE and HPEm, then derived animal positions can be used with greater confidence
(Meckley et al. 2014). Therefore, prior to any analyses, a cutoff value of HPE was assigned by
examining the relationship between HPE and HPEm from the sync and reference tags with
methods adapted from Smith (2013) and Meckley et al. (2014). Calculated positions were binned
(1 m increments up to 25 m) together based on ranges of HPE values and a twice the distance
root mean squared (2DRMS) statistic was calculated. Using the relationship between 2DRMS
and average HPE value for each bin, linear models were constructed with a desired 5 m accuracy
to designate HPE cutoff values. For a 95% confidence in 5 m accuracy (our selected goal) the
2DRMS equation deemed that tag positions with an HPE value of > 7.5 should be excluded from
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analyses, as they were estimated to have an actual positioning error greater than 5 m. In general,
a lower HPE threshold was warranted due to the system being particularly noisy (Selby et al.
2016) and the desire to have more precise estimates for positions that would allow for more
robust and reliable ecological conclusions to be drawn while also avoiding the risk of over
filtering the data.
To examine temporal variations at a finer resolution, all positions for each individual fish
were binned by diel stage as either day, night, dawn (1 hour before sunrise), or dusk (1 hour
before sunset). Sun ephemerides calculations with an approximate 1 min accuracy were
performed using the maptools package with the associated algorithms supplied by NOAA
(Bivand et al. 2017). To ensure accurate diel inferences, daily and monthly sync tag emissions
were assessed to determine if more positions occurred at a certain part of the day which would
misrepresent true diel activity patterns (Payne et al. 2010).

2.3.3.5 Classification-based and Euclidean distance analyses
Habitat association within the VPS was analyzed using an Euclidean distance analysis
(EDA; Conner and Plowman 2001, Conner et al. 2003, Furey et al. 2013, Dance and Rooker
2015, Moulton et al. 2016). Instead of simply classifying each animal location by the underlying
habitat category (i.e. classification-based habitat assessment (CBA)), this method is based on
measuring the Euclidean distance from animal locations to habitat features (Conner et al. 2003).
A CBA was generated in addition to EDA, since we imposed a small (5-m) allowable error
estimate with our positions. However, EDA bypasses some of the limitations of CBA by
minimizing habitat misclassification due to positioning error, while also being reflective of the
fact that surrounding habitats have an opportunity to influence an animal’s space use and thus
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positions (Conner et al. 2003). This distance-based approach evaluates habitat use through
simulation of random points as the expected distances to each habitat type (i.e. the null
distribution). If an individuals’ use of a habitat is random, then the distance between animal
locations should be the same as the distance from the random points to a given habitat type.
A minimum convex polygon (MCP) was created in ArcGIS 10.5 that included all fish
position estimates with an HPE < 7.5. The benthic habitat map created by Costa et al. (2012) was
used for this analysis. One-thousand random points and 59,131 random points (number of O.
chrysurus positions) were generated using the generate random numbers tool within the MCP
boundary delineating available habitat for the EDA analysis (Moulton et al. 2016). Distances
between each random point and each distinct habitat type were calculated using the generate
near table tool in ArcGIS and then averaged to create a vector of mean distances to each habitat
type (Furey et al. 2013). Similar methods were used to calculate the average distance from the
estimated animal positions to each habitat type (Conner and Plowman 2001). EDA ratios were
then calculated for each unique individual-habitat combination by dividing the mean distance of
an individual’s positions to a habitat type by the mean distance of the random points to the
respective habitat type. If habitat use was random then this ratio would be 1.0; whereas if it was
non-random then it would be either >1 (indicating relative avoidance) or <1.0 (indicating relative
preference). Multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA) was used to determine if EDA ratios
differed significantly from a vector of 1’s, equal to the number of habitats investigated. If habitat
use was found to be non-random, then univariate t-tests were used to determine disproportionate
use by comparing each habitat’s EDA ratio to 1, holding the individual as the experimental unit
(Conner et al. 2003).
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2.4 Results
Over two tagging trips (end of May/beginning of June 2015 and January 2016), fifteen O.
chrysurus were successfully implanted with acoustic transmitters (Appendix A1). From the
aforementioned cutoffs, only ten fish met the requirements with sufficient detection histories.
Upon further inspection of the VPS positioning data, two additional fish (Tags 19674 and 19676)
were identified as having either died or shed the tag within the VPS array. One of these discarded
tags (19676) was detected over the course of the study, and by multiple receivers in the VPS (see
Appendix A2 and A3 for spatial plots and tagging data), warranting the need to meticulously
inspect tagging data prior to further analyses.
The remaining fish (n = 8) were used for subsequent analyses and accumulated a total of
151,173 filtered detections. Number of individual detections ranged from 2,716 to 69,460 with
an average (± SE) of 18,896.6 (± 7,712.8; Table 1). The eight individuals retained for analyses
ranged in size from 23.5 to 35.5 cm fork length (FL; mean ± SD = 29.4 ± 4.26 cm; Table 1). All
O. chrysurus monitored in this study were considered adults (Muller et al. 2003), where fish
<19.7 cm fork length (FL) were considered immature and fish >19.7 cm FL were considered
mature.

2.4.1 Residency and network analysis
Residency was moderately high for O. chrysurus (mean ± SE = 0.74 ± 0.10) with a wide
range from 0.21 – 1.0 for the entire BIRNM array (Table 2.1). Three peaks in RI were evident,
however, there does not appear to be temporal consistency when they occurred (Figure 2.3). We
believe that the first two peaks are most probable artifacts of tagging date (May/June 2015 and
January 2016), as fish seemed to stay near the tagging location accumulating a lot of detections
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for a few months after release back into the array. The third peak in residency occurred in
November (RI = 0.70), yet reasons behind this are uncertain. There was an interesting trend
observed for the O/E detection ratio, with one peak occurring in December 2015, attributed to
one fish (Tag 19672) during its rapid ping rate. It is important to note, that there was high
individual variation evident by the large monthly standard errors. On average, fish were being
detected less than 4% (mean ± SE: 3.38 + 1.99%) of the expected amount of time (Figure 2.3).
One fish (Tag 19672), which had the most robust detection history, recorded more detections
than the other fish which is reflected in the high end of the O/E ratio standard errors bars (Figure
2.3). Only 24 detections were recorded on receivers outside of BIRNM by one individual fish.
During February and March 2016, one fish (Tag 19672), made an extensive trip to Lang Bank
leaving the Monument on February 21st, and was first detected on the furthest LB receivers on
February 23rd and March 8th. Upon the return journey, the fish was recorded by LB receivers
along the shallow shelf break on March 19th until it finally reentered the Monument on March
22nd, where it stayed for the remainder of the study.
Observed network metrics for each individual fish were all significantly different than
random (p < 0.001). Therefore, all networks were considered non-random and included in
subsequent analyses. Individual spatial networks revealed that O. chrysurus frequently occupied
spaces near their respective tagging locations (Figure 2.4; Appendix A4). Most fish were
detected moving between receivers along the shallow shelf break on the west side of Buck
Island. This observation could be an artifact of tagging location, as most fish in this study were
tagged in this area. Although, there is some evidence to suggest that the western shelf break of
the Monument may be important for O. chrysurus caught in other locations. For example, the
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one fish (Tag 19664) that was tagged and released on the south-east side of Buck Island
frequently visited this area (Figure 2.4).
The number of CURs identified varied between individual O. chrysurus (mean = 4.75,
range = 3 – 9; Table 2.1). Among the eight fish, there were a total of 16 CURs. There were some
fish that had CURs exclusive in their own networks. No specific receiver was present as a CUR
in all O. chrysurus networks, however, individuals shared between 2 and 6 CURs (mean: 2.38,
median: 1).

2.4.2 Habitat reclassification
During the first step of reassigning a new habitat type to acoustic receivers, designated
originally by NPS employees, we found 56.4% agreement and 43.6% disagreement (Table 2.2).
In the second reassignment, we found a slightly improved agreement of 59% which reduced
disagreement to 41%. However, when we compared the second reassignment to the first
reassignment we found high agreement (88.5%; Table 2.2), suggesting that assigning different
sized buffers based on the detection probability of receivers, did not make a large difference in
classifying habitat type compared to the overall 50% detection probably buffer of 125-m. It is
important to note that many disagreements were between relatively similar habitats such as
colonized pavement and colonized pavement with sand channels. In addition, receivers close to
Buck Island, specifically those in the contiguous lagoon, had reassignments to aggregate reef,
although they were placed in the sand habitat mid-channel. We generally agree with this
assignment because animals moving in this area are generally following the fringing reef
structure surrounding the island.
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Using the final habitat types assigned by the second reclassification, circle connectivity
plots showed the majority of O. chrysurus moving between sand and seagrass habitat, although
there was some individual variation present (Figure 2.5). Connections were also observed to
receivers categorized as colonized pavement. Many of the large sectors in each individual
connectivity plot were identified as CURs by NA.

2.4.3 Model comparisons
In total, thirty-nine models were generated, although the top five contained most of the
model weight (88%; see Appendix A5 and A6 for models, rankings, and top model summary
statistics) and may benefit from simplification (i.e. removing both quadratic terms) or formal
model averaging approaches. The model with the best fit and lowest AICc was complex,
including all possible single additive terms and three different interactions with habitat. Distance
to shelf was the only statistically significant explanatory variable in the model (p < 0.001). Yet,
this model was slightly under dispersed (0.788) and the explained deviance was 0.283. The
predicted plot shows the relationship between the probability of detecting O. chrysurus and
distance to shelf break (Figure 2.6).
Collectively, between the approaches used to assess spatial dependence, there appeared to
be spatial correlation in the residuals for the best model (Appendix A7 – A9). The bubble plot
showed a pattern of clustered positive and negative residuals, the variogram showed a slightly
increasing group of points suggesting dependence, and the correlogram with a 95% pointwise
bootstrap confidence interval showed both positive and negative peaks indicating receivers close
to one another were correlated. Although biotelemetry data is inherently spatially correlated by
design, I am likely missing important covariates, specifically physical factors including but not
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limited to temperature, salinity gradients, or tidal stage/height, from the model and formal
approaches to address spatial auto-correlation are warranted.

2.4.4 Fine-scale movement analysis
From July 2015 to May 2016, a total of 69,814 positions were generated for all O.
chrysurus tagged (Table 2.4). All positions were filtered using our desired 5-m accuracy, so any
position that had an HPE > 7.5 was removed. A minimum of 100 filtered positions was used as a
cutoff to ensure that any ecological inferences made from these data were better supported.
Therefore, out of the eight fish that were detected in the VPS, only five passed the cutoff value.
Collectively, the five O. chrysurus generated 59,131 positions, 84.7% retained from the
unfiltered positions. The remaining fish had a wide range in number of retained positions (range:
108 – 30,950; Table 2.4).
No pattern in number of diel detections was evident from sync tag emission data,
justifying animal position inference (Appendix A10 and A11). Perhaps more concerning, each
reference tag showed a steep decline in the amount of positions recorded at unequal times since
deployment which was not pre-programmed. Three fish, including the two with the highest
number of recorded positions (Tags 19670 and 19679), had more positions at night, although still
a large amount of daytime positions. Tags 19670 and 19678 both showed repetitive, concentrated
positions at night, each in one specific area of the VPS (Appendix A12). Crepuscular (dawn and
dusk periods combined) hours showed no clear pattern and potentially represented when
individuals transitioned between the daytime broader movements and the nocturnal foraging or
resting/inactive location.
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2.4.5 Classification-based and Euclidean distance analyses
Within the MCP containing all derived fish positions, the available area was comprised of
35.5% dense, continuous seagrass (90-100% coverage), 34.7% colonized pavement, 14.5%
patchy seagrass (50-90% coverage), 7.4% sand, 5.3% scattered sand in coral/rock, 2.5% sparse
seagrass (10-50% coverage), and 0.12% reef rubble. Based on the CBA analysis, most VPS
positions for pooled O. chrysurus (n = 5) were located over colonized pavement (87.8%; Figure
2.7), despite there being a relatively equivalent amount of dense seagrass available. This trend
was generally consistent among all five fish. The one fish (Tag 19671) that deviated from this
observation had more positions (65.9% of its total) in highly dense seagrass.
Results of the Euclidean distance habitat selection analysis indicated random habitat use
among the five O. chrysurus (MANOVA; p = 0.6842; Figure 2.8). Upon further exploration of
the data, when individual fish positions were plotted by color (Figure 2.9.A) as opposed to
grouped together (Figure 2.9.B), there seemed to be some level of space partitioning going on
between two groups of fish. Ultimately, individuals varied in proximity to each habitat, but
observations were similar to members of the same group (Table 2.5). One of the generalizations
of EDA, common for many other analytical techniques in scientific fields, is that it takes the
average estimate of all individuals to draw a conclusion about the sample then to infer entire
population level responses. However, this metric provides little flexibility in assessing how
individuality might influence space or specific habitat use, supported by these findings.

2.5 Discussion
The resolution of detection data influenced the inference of what constituted O. chrysurus
preferred habitat. Broad-scale analysis demonstrated that individual fish were present at receivers
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bordering the shallow shelf break, west of Buck Island. Visual underwater transects conducted
by Pittman et al. (2008) observed adult O. chrysurus in the highest density along the shelf break,
off the eastern tip of Buck Island, and near the mainland of St. Croix. Extensive tagging efforts
throughout the Monument also supported this observation with seven of the eight monitored fish
successfully captured there. The other individual caught and released near a patch reef southeast
of Buck Island still made multiple movements between two CURs near the shelf break and two
near the release location. Affinity of individuals to the shelf break was central in structuring the
observed movement patterns, supported further as it was the only significant covariate in the best
model. However, fine-scale positioning data revealed two groups of O. chrysurus using this
space in unique ways with highly structured habitat preferences, inferences masked using only
broad-scale analytical techniques.
Comparatively, the number of CURs identified by NA for individual O. chrysurus was
small (mean = 4.75). For great barracuda Sphyraena barracuda the number of CURs identified
using the same methodology was greater than O. chrysurus (mean: 6.81; Becker et al. 2016). In
Chapter 3 of this thesis, horse eye jack C. latus, exceed both O. chrysurus and S. barracuda in
number of CURS (mean: 10.7). Traditionally, these core spaces are defined using kernel
utilization density estimators or less frequently dynamic Brownian bridge movement models.
Becker et al. (2016) showed that NA is potentially overestimating core space use compared to
the other metrics. However, NA ranks receivers in relation to other receivers in an individual’s
network rather than interpolating across space, therefore giving more importance to receivers in
an animal’s activity space than the other metrics (Becker et al. 2016). Since the number of CURs
identified for O. chrysurus is small, we believe that NA is not capturing core use space
adequately. Rather, it is more plausible that we are underestimating entire core use space since
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we are only observing less than 10% of expected detections, despite a generally high residency
index. One major limitation of this study was the small number of receivers deployed in deeper
water habitats over the western shelf break. This could potentially have negative implications for
any inference regarding entire home range estimation.
The large variation in RI observed for individuals (range: 0.21 – 1.0), coupled with the
low mean number of daily detections and O/E detection ratio, suggests the entire space use of O.
chrysurus is not being observed. The peaks in RI are attributed to post-release behavior; where
individuals would amass larger numbers of daily detections within the first few months which
then slowly declined over time until the tagged fish was no longer detected. For all but one fish,
recorded detections ceased before tag battery failure. Inference of the degree of residency varied
greatly between the RI, average number of daily detections, and O/E detection ratio, most
notable from June 2016 to April 2017. RI during this period was generally over 0.50, yet all fish
were not recording more than 10 daily detections and the resulting O/E detection ratio was
extremely low. Analysis of residency using a RI may result in an over-estimation of true
‘residency’, suggesting the need to revisit this metric and reevaluate conclusions that an animal
is considered ‘resident’ based on two detections per day. For management, is not enough to say
that an animal was detected in a given location twice in one day. Often, managers need to
identify areas of high use over long temporal scales indicating important ecological areas that are
necessary to facilitate continued perseverance of the species.
Yet, BIRNM is providing spatial protection for tagged O. chrysurus. The few studies that
have acoustically monitored O. chrysurus have suggested this species exhibits high site fidelity
(Watson et al. 2002; Lindholm 2004; Lindholm et al. 2005b). Although we are not detecting all
daily movements, it is possible that O. chrysurus are moving off the shelf break into deeper
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water during the day and then moving into the shallow water habitats on the shelf break to forage
nocturnally. Some reef fish like schoolmaster snapper Lutjanus apodus have been observed
exhibiting resting behavior during the day (small step lengths between successive detections) and
active foraging at night (large steps between successive detections; Hitt et al. 2011). Diel
analysis of fine-scale positions indicated most occurred at night (54.9%) and were more tightly
clustered. To truly illuminate this observation, trajectory analysis could be applied to positioning
data to identify feeding or other behaviors by characterizing movement types (McLean et al.
2014). It is also important to note that only one O. chrysurus was detected on any receiver
outside the MPA over the 23-month study, where the majority of horse-eye jack (86%) were
frequently detected outside of BIRNM (Chapter 3). Since the boundaries of the MPA extend past
the shelf break into deeper water, there is potential for successful spatial protection of O.
chrysurus, although this warrants further study.
A CBA approach to fine-scale movement analysis showed individual positions to almost
exclusively occur in colonized pavement (88% total positions). Some studies have suggested this
may not be an accurate estimation method, confounded by the notion that there is often high
positioning error and is difficult to apply at multiple spatial scales (Conner and Plowman 2001).
We filtered our positions with 5-m accuracy to reduce error in misrepresenting habitat
preference. An EDA was used to avoid these limitations since it is more robust to error
sensitivity and uses the animal as the sampling unit (Conner and Plowman 2001). The EDA
based on 1,000 random positions and repeating the analysis with 59,131 random positions (same
number as total animal positions) showed no preference or avoidance behavior associated with
any of the seven habitat types for O. chrysurus. Although all five fish showed no specific habitat
avoidance or preference behavior, two groups of fish were observed using available habitat in
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different ways with one group preferring colonized pavement, thus supporting CBA results. The
mismatch between CBA and EDA is not advantageous for being able to draw ecological
conclusions. Creating an edge habitat category could shed light on how O. chrysurus might be
moving along the boundary of discrete habitat types. Thus far, individuals appear to demonstrate
substantial variation in habitat use, although constrained to an area adjacent to the shelf break. A
greater sample size is needed to generalize habitat use across the entire population.
Fortuitously, the small sample size did allow for a closer look at the positioning data and
revealed that there were two groups of O. chrysurus using the space in highly structured but
unique ways. It is quite common in resource use and population dynamic studies to generalize
findings at the conspecific level and treat all individuals as ecologically alike (Bolnick et al.
2003). If we move towards individual level analyses (bottom-up approach) and depart from
population level models, our perspective and understanding of ecology may weaken (Grimm
1999). It has also been argued that a shift in focus to individual level studies would unify
ecological theory (Grimm and Railsback 2005). Population level studies can easily obscure
contingents within the population (Secor 1999), and acoustic telemetry has provided a
methodology to understand these (Wingate and Secor 2007; Sagarese and Frisk 2011). Clearly,
understanding how an ecosystem functions both at the organismal level and population level are
critical to ascertain and both hold important places as scientific research topics. Generalizations
may be adequate to answer pertinent questions at the population level but acknowledging and
incorporating interspecific variation is required to understand behavioral subtleties. Perhaps what
is more challenging, is to address the notion of inter-individual variation and the subsequent
effects this could have on the ecosystem and how management measures would need to be
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adapted in order to accommodate the needs of every organism: thus, choices of simplification or
generalization are likely to be context specific.
Analyses of the fine-scale positioning data suggest that some metrics (i.e. EDA) tend to
over simplify the data. Yet, when individual positions of O. chrysurus were considered, there
was evidence of individual level niche partitioning. The small sample size facilitated this
realization, yet for other studies that are generalizing many individuals, the idea of individual
variation in habitat use may be overlooked in order to complete analyses and make decisions at
the population level. As O. chrysurus are not constrained to a feed in a certain environment
(Muller et al. 2003), individuals might partition space to have access to enough resources. EDA
results could be correct in that fish were not preferring or avoiding certain habitats more than
others were but missed overall space as an important influence to positions.
Results at both spatial scales provided complimentary and some contradictory
information. Network analysis indicated that O. chrysurus predominantly moved along the
western shallow shelf break, and the distance of each receiver to this area was statistically
influential in determining where O. chrysurus were more likely to occur. Using the reclassified
habitats assigned to each receiver in BIRNM, connectivity plots suggested that most movement
occurred between receivers along the western shelf break dominated by sand and seagrass in
their respective detection ranges. If we stopped analyses here, we might be inclined to interpret
sand and seagrass habitats as extremely important for O. chrysurus based solely on movement
connectivity plots. In contrast, fine-scale movement analyses showed that habitat did not dictate
observed positions and colonized pavement appeared to be an important habitat. Given the
potential problems with CBA (Conner and Plowman 2001), an EDA suggested that O. chrysurus
moved independent of habitat. Therefore, we believe that proximity to the shelf break, rather
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than specific habitats, is the strongest driver in structuring space use in BIRNM, although
individual fish demonstrated preference for specific benthic habitat types.
What truly influences the movement behavior of O. chrysurus remains uncertain. The
analytical tools the researcher chooses to evaluate movement data with influence the results that
management decisions depend upon (Becker et al. 2016). Yet, researchers tend to have a strong
understanding of their systems which strengthens the direction on how they chose to analyze
their data. This is just one example of competing conclusions when analyzing acoustic telemetry
data at multiple spatial scales. We feel strongly that any interpretation of habitat preference at the
broad-scale is most likely to be misguided /imprecise, especially in complex environments that
are dominated by patchy and interwoven habitat configurations. We recommended that the scale
of the question should guide the tools used to arrive at the appropriate answer. For example, if
interested in movement connectivity or efficacy of an MPA (i.e. time spent within or outside
protection) then broad-scale telemetry is more appropriate (Espinoza et al. 2015b), especially
with a suitable array configuration. In contrast, if interested in habitat selection, diel movements,
or intraspecies interactions then a positioning system, also deployed in a strategic manner, are
more appropriate (Furey et al. 2013). However, positioning systems are time, money, and
personnel intensive so one of the objectives of this thesis was to determine if we could extract
complementary inferences, knowing that methodologies and underlying questions would differ.
As telemetry continues to evolve (i.e. positioning systems, transceivers), so do the techniques
essential for extracting relevant and compatible information in a way that is useful for all users.
As this technology continues to grow in popularity, the analytical tools necessary to inform our
questions need to be standardized (Heupel et al. 2006).
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Another primary objective of this chapter was to better understand how O. chrysurus use
space and habitats within BIRNM. As a no-take MPA, assessing its role in providing protection
to species that occur within its boundaries at varying temporal and spatial scales in necessary for
future management guidance (Pittman et al. 2008). O. chrysurus showed high affinity for the
western shelf break, but more research is needed to interpret why this area seems to be important,
as habitat does not seem to be a powerful force. Through analyzing movement data at two
different spatial scales (i.e. broad- and fine-scale), we are beginning to tease apart the different
conclusions that each method provides. Simultaneously, this approach will enable ecologists to
progress towards a better understanding of how interpreting movement data in multiple ways and
at two-spatial scales can provide both complimentary and conflicting results.

2.6 Conclusion
Quantifying animal movements is fundamental to understanding a suite of ecological
drivers; from foraging, inter- and intraspecies interactions, to identifying spawning and
aggregation sites (Jacoby et al. 2012). Acoustic telemetry has truly become a groundbreaking
tool to elucidate previously unattainable information (Hussey et al. 2015). As this technology
continues to evolve and researchers continue to ask more complex questions, tools to extract
representative data are necessary. Here, we have shown how a nested fine-scale positioning
system can provide both complimentary and conflicting results compared to a broad-scale array.
The data do suggest that the western shelf break in BIRNM is an important area for O. chrysurus
but the specific benthic habitat type may not be as influential as we previously thought. More
research is needed to identify the importance of the shelf break, but as this area is enclosed
within BIRNM some O. chrysurus may be benefiting from current protection delineation. In
addition, one instance was observed where one O. chrysurus moved beyond protected boundaries
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into an adjacent MPA open to fishing and a seasonally protected MPA. For future spatial
management recommendation, this movement corridor following the shallow shelf break
connecting BIRNM to other MPAs should be considered an important pathway linking essential
habitats. Finally, this chapter illustrates the progression and potential avenues for increased
attention to understanding the ecology of individuals, especially when considering spatial
management frameworks for their protection and the success of EBM approaches.
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Table 2.1: Tagging, residency (RI), and core use receiver (CUR) information for eight O.
chrysurus tagged in BIRNM.
Tag
ID

Tagging date

FL
(cm)

Number of
detections

19661 25 May 2015

29.0

5798

19668 26 May 2015

29.5

13411

282

350

0.81

5

19671 3 June 2015

30.0

4053

201

507

0.40

4

19672 3 June 2015

23.5

69460

477

542

0.88

9

19677 4 June 2015

23.5

11092

468

588

0.80

3

19664 21 January 2016

35.5

2716

94

452

0.21

4

19670 22 January 2016

31.0

24112

360

379

0.95

5

19679 22 January 2016

33.5

20531

124

124

1.0

4
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Total
Days Residency Core use
days
at
index (RI) receivers
present liberty
(CURs)
576
643
0.90
4

Table 2.2: Habitat reclassification of receivers (n = 78) deployed in Buck Island Reef National
Monument (BIRNM). Originally, classifications were based on habitat NPS employees installed
the receiver over. Reassignments were performed in ArcGIS 10.5 using 2011 NOAA habitat
shapefiles (Costa et al. 2012).

Agree
Disagree

Reclassification #1 Reclassification #2
to original data
to original data
44 (56.4%)
46 (59%)
34 (43.6%)

32 (41%)
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Reclassification #2 to
Reclassification #1
69 (88.5%)
9 (11.5%)

Table 2.3: Total number and filtered number of positions, including diel positions, generated for the eight O. chrysurus. Asterisks
indicate fish (n = 5) that had over 100 filtered positions and were kept for analyses.
Tag ID

First detection

Last detection

Total number Filtered positions
of positions
(% retained)
184
17 (9.2%)

Day
positions
-

Crepuscular
positions
-

Night
positions
-

19661

-

-

19664

-

-

0

0

-

-

-

19668*

25 July 2015

01 November 2015

138

108 (78.3 %)

81

1

26

19670*

23 January 2016

11 May 2016

30,217

27,369 (90.6 %)

10,514

1,915

14,940

19671*

08 June 2015

02 May 2016

628

528 (84.1 %)

29

7

492

19672*

27 September 2015

17 February 2016

212

176 (83 %)

166

2

8

19677

-

-

24

3 (12.5 %)

-

-

-

19679*

23 January 2016

11 May 2016

38,411

30,950 (80.6 %)

10,956

3,013

16,981
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Table 2.4: Results of the Euclidean distance habitat selection analysis for five O. chrysurus
tracked with a fine-scale positioning system in BIRNM.
Habitat type ratios*
Tag ID

CP

SSCR

Reef
rubble

Sand

Seagrass
(10 – 50%)

Seagrass
(50 – 90%)

Seagrass
(90 – 100%)

19668

1.060

1.112

0.329

0.845

0.763

1.061

0.866

19670

1.120

1.192

0.341

0.869

0.796

1.049

0.856

19672

1.044

1.109

0.322

0.822

0.707

1.012

0.847

19671

0.624

0.596

1.315

0.865

0.944

0.862

1.028

19679

0.587

0.547

1.314

0.907

0.990

0.944

1.065

Group 1

Group 2

*Mean distance ratios (distances from O. chrysurus positions/distances from random locations to
each habitat type)
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Figure 2.1: A) Location of St. Croix, U.S. Virgin Islands within the greater Caribbean region. B)
Boundaries and acoustic receiver stations in Buck Island Reef National Monument (white
circles), Lang Bank (white triangles), St. Croix’s East End Marine Park (white squares) and
Teague Bay (white hexagons). The shallow water benthic habitat shapefile was obtained from
NOAA Biogeography Branch. Unmapped deep-water habitat is represented by white.
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Figure 2.2: Location of the VEMCO positioning system (VPS) and reference tags in the broadscale array. Note, three broad-scale receivers were used in the VPS. Shallow, moderate, and
deep-water habitats were obtained from Costa et al. (2012).
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Figure 2.3: A) Monthly residency index values averaged (±SE) across eight O. chrysurus
monthly from May 2015 (05/15) to April 2017 (04/17). B) Observed/expected detection ratio at
the mean delay ping rate (i.e. 90 sec dominant delay averaged with the 30 sec rapid rate when
applicable) for each tag and averaged (±SE) per month. C) Total number of detections (±SE)
recorded on receivers outside of BIRNM.
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Figure 2.4. Individual spatial graphs (A = 19661, B = 19664) showing connectivity and space
use in BIRNM. The left two panels show visited receivers (white dots with dark and light grey
halos) with directed movement pathways (white lines). Receivers the fish did not visit, but had
the potential to, are shown as the grey dots without a halo. The right two columns show
unipartite spatial plots of the same two fish (A = 19661, B = 19664). Grey lines connecting
nodes are directed movement pathways. Note, this type of plot does not show the non-visited
receivers. For both panels, dark nodes represent core use receivers (CURs) while light grey
nodes are the remaining receivers each fish visited. Thickness of movement pathways reflects
more frequent use. Node size corresponds with amount of detections, with larger nodes
indicating higher use. The red ‘x’ are the release locations.
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Figure 2.5: Habitat connectivity plots for eight O. chrysurus. Each sector of each circle plot
represents an individual receiver (i.e. B21) that a fish visited. Movements between receivers are
shown by each thin line connecting the sectors. Movements occurring sequentially at the same
receiver are represented by the inside arrow being closer to the outside part of the sector.
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Figure 2.6: Relationship between distance to shelf (meters) and the probability of detecting O.
chrysurus on a receiver in BIRNM. One represents presence, while zero indicated an absence.
Points are real observations. Shaded areas represent 95% confidence intervals.
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Figure 2.7: Proportion of O. chrysurus positions via the CBA approach and total habitat
available within the minimum convex polygon generated around all retained fish positions.
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Figure 2.8: Mean distance ratio for the five O. chrysurus for each habitat type, with seagrass
broken into three levels of density (10-50%, 50-90%, and 90-100% coverage) and SSCR
representing scattered coral/rock in sand. Results of the MANOVA indicated random use of
habitats (p = 0.6842).
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Figure 2.9: A) Filtered positions for all O. chrysurus plotted in their x,y positions, versus B) the
same positions colored by individual.
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CHAPTER 3

RESIDENCY AND BROAD-SCALE MOVEMENT
ECOLOGY OF HORSE-EYE JACK CARANX LATUS:
A GLIMPSE INTO THE MOVEMENT DYNAMICS OF A SYMPATRIC REEF FISH
AROUND BUCK ISLAND REEF NATIONAL MONUMENT

3.1 Abstract
Despite the common prevalence of horse-eye jack Caranx latus throughout the
Caribbean, information regarding their movement ecology is limited. Obtaining spatial
distribution patterns of this ecologically important marine predator are critical to informing
management decisions requiring knowledge of both residency and distribution. To address this
knowledge gap, passive acoustic monitoring was used to track the movements of 7 C. latus
within Buck Island Reef National Monument (BIRNM), a marine protected area (MPA)
northeast of St. Croix, U.S. Virgin Islands. High residency index values were observed within
the Monument (mean ± SE: 0.913 ± 0.04, range: 0.75 – 1.0) across the 17 months monitored and
the lowest residency was observed in late spring. Although residency index values within the
MPA were high, most individuals were detected on receivers outside of BIRNM throughout the
study period, highlighting the wide-ranging mobility of this species. Network analysis, a
relatively novel approach for evaluating telemetry data, revealed that all individuals were highly
associated with many of the receivers in the BIRNM array and had a relatively high number of
core use receivers (mean: 10.7, range 6 – 14). Periodic movements captured by receivers outside
the MPA suggest a spawning aggregation site or another ecologically important area, specifically
Lang Bank, a known red hind Epinephelus guttatus spawning aggregation site. Although
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inferences are limited by the small sample size, expanding tagging efforts for C. latus and other
species could help guide future spatial management decisions regarding how MPAs might need
to be adapted to meet the spatial requirements of mobile species.

3.1.1 Key words: Movement ecology, acoustic telemetry, Carangidae, network analysis, marine
protected areas

3.2 Introduction
Animal movements have important ramifications on ecological processes as they often
link disparate habitats and alter the pathways of energy flow, potentially in ways that strengthen
ecosystem resilience (Lundberg and Moberg 2003; Papastamatiou et al. 2015). Furthermore, as
spatial management has become more widely applied, it becomes important to recognize and
develop plans that consider how species movements may or may not expose them to differential
fishing mortality, especially when moving between areas with varying levels of protection.
Incorporating movement data from multiple species of interest at the inception point of marine
protected area (MPA) design or the boundary adjustment of a preexisting MPA is critical in
ensuring that a necessary and sufficient region are protected (Lea et al. 2016). Ultimately, these
data strengthen our understanding of MPA efficacy across species and ecosystems.
Modeling animal movement through network analysis is an emergent tool that provides
additional layers of spatial resolution beyond traditional methods for analyzing acoustic
telemetry data in fixed receiver arrays. For example, network analysis emphasizes movement
corridors and links between core use areas and areas used infrequently (Lédée et al. 2015a;
Becker et al. 2016; Jacoby and Freeman 2016). Understanding corridor usage and identifying
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less frequently visited areas, often excluded from typical movement analysis (i.e. kernel density
estimators), is information managers and conservationists require to adequately preserve the
entire space used by certain targeted species or to preserve important pathways between highly
visited sites (i.e. spawning and foraging areas).
Horse-eye jack Caranx latus are a pelagic, widely distributed member of the Carangidae
family found throughout the Caribbean. Although related to more economically valuable
Carangids such as giant trevally C. ignobilis and crevalle jack C. hippos, C. latus are of minor
commercial importance due to high levels of ciguatoxins (Vernoux and Lewis 1997). In the
western Atlantic, C. latus range from New Jersey to Brazil (Berry and Smith-Vaniz 1978),
however, little is known about their movement patterns, a knowledge gap that may stem in part
from lack of economic value. Even though two conventional tagging studies have been attempted
(Randall 1962; Chapman and Kramer 2000), neither were successful. Both attributed this to C.
latus being a highly mobile fish with low site fidelity. Recently, one acoustically tagged C. latus
showed support for previous findings, concluding this species was broad-ranging and occupied
large areas (Farmer and Ault 2017).
Ecologically, mobile predators like C. latus deserves greater attention as they are capable
of moving nutrients across habitat boundaries (Papastamatiou et al. 2015) and help promote
ecosystem health and diversity by exerting strong top-down pressure shaping prey community
structure (Lea et al. 2016). Off the coast of Brazil, small C. latus have been observed feeding on
copepods and teleost fishes, mostly from the Labrisomidae and Chaenopsidae families (Silvano
2001), whereas larger individuals feed on a variety of fish, shrimps, and other invertebrates
(Berry and Smith-Vaniz 1978). Although no detailed diet research has been done in the
Caribbean, we assume that C. latus play a similar trophic role, capable of influencing the
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structure and function of reef communities by affecting the spatial distribution of many smaller
species.
To quantify the spatial ecology of C. latus and shed light on its potential role in the
ecosystem, we used fixed acoustic telemetry and complementary analytical techniques to 1)
determine overall and monthly residency and compare results to an observed to expected
detection ratio and 2) identify high use areas for individual C. latus by graphing spatial networks
of core receiver use.

3.3 Methods
3.3.1 Study area and array design
BIRNM is a no-take MPA located 1.5 km northeast of St. Croix, U.S. Virgin Islands
(Figure 3.1) and is managed by the U.S. National Park Service (NPS; Pittman et al. 2008). The
Monument was established in 1961 to preserve fringing reef habitat that surrounds an
uninhabited island (Buck Island) from the southwest to the northeast creating a continuous
lagoon habitat. The original boundaries were expanded in 2001 to 77 km2 and new regulations
were simultaneously implemented restricting all extractive activities within Monument
boundaries (Pittman et al. 2008). In 2003, BIRNM became contiguous with St. Croix’s East End
Marine Park (EEMP), a multi-use protected area (Figure 3.1). One area within EEMP that
receives protection is the lagoon near Teague Bay, off the St. Croix mainland. Following
BIRNM’s shallow shelf break eastward, Lang Bank (LB), a seasonal closure implemented in
1993 for a red hind Epinephelus guttatus spawning aggregation site, provides some additional
protection and may be a spawning aggregation site for additional species (Figure 3.1; Nemeth et
al. 2007).
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For this study, 78 VR2W acoustic receivers (69 kHz; VEMCO, Halifax, Nova Scotia,
Canada) were deployed as fixed stations within BIRNM as part of a large collaborative acoustic
network (Figure 3.1). In addition, three receivers were placed outside the eastern boundary of the
Monument in the East End Marine Park (EEMP), and five were located along the shallow shelf
break out to Lang Bank (LB), approximately 13 km from the farthest LB receiver to the closest
receiver inside BIRNM. Both areas are open to fishing. These stations were present throughout
the duration of the study period, from January 2016 to May 2017. In October (n = 13) and
November (n = 3) 2016, additional receivers were installed within the lagoon near Teague Bay
off the St. Croix mainland and supplemental receivers were installed at LB (n = 4; Figure 3.1).
Finally, a seasonal array of fifteen receivers was installed in LB from December 2015 to April
2016.
All receivers were anchored with either sand screws (0.91-m long, 15-cm diameter
blades) or cement blocks, as determined by the underlying habitat type (Becker et al. 2016). Data
from the entire array was downloaded biannually via SCUBA and free diving by NPS
employees, collaborators, and volunteers. The Monument consists of a variety of benthic habitat
types distributed throughout the shallow shelf area in a patchy mosaic pattern (Pittman et al.
2008). Each of these habitat types uniquely affects the ability of receivers to detect transmission
signals from tagged fish. Range testing for a smaller subset of the current array determined a
50% average detection probability at approximately 125 m (Selby et al. 2016).

3.3.2 Fish capture and tagging
Horse-eye jack were captured inside BIRNM during day and dusk hours by trolling with
recreational fishing gear using a variety of artificial lures, and at night by bottom jigging around
a full moon event. Upon capture, fish were visually assessed to ensure they were in the best
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condition possible (i.e. no physical trauma present). If this condition was met, individuals were
implanted with a coded transmitter dependent on body size (VEMCO V9, V13, or V16, 69 kHz,
approximate 632, 1299, 3650-day battery life respectively; Table 1). Each transmitter was
preprogrammed with varying dominant delay ping rates between 50 and 130 sec (mean: 90 sec)
which reduced the risk of tag collisions. In addition, all tags had a two-week interval of a quicker
15 sec minimum ping rate and 45 sec max ping rate (mean: 30 sec) to maximize detection
probability, set to start at either 30, 120, 210, or 300 days post activation.
Prior to tag implantation, fish were placed in a large tote of ambient seawater with 10-g l1

of the anesthetic tricaine methanesulfonate to induce stage 4 anesthesia (see Becker et al. 2016

for a detailed description of tagging methodology). Once individuals displayed signs of slowed
gill movement and a loss of equilibrium, they were held in a supine position for the duration of
the surgery. Halfway through the surgery, fresh seawater was added to initiate recovery. Each
transmitter was disinfected with 70 % isopropyl alcohol prior to being inserted anteriorly into the
coelomic cavity through a small incision off the central mid-line between the pelvic and anal
fins. The incision was closed with 2 – 3 simple interrupted sutures (Ethicon polydioxanone
monofilament sterile absorbable FS-1, 24 mm reverse cutting needle sutures; Model PDS*II) and
all surgeries lasted approximately 8 minutes. A small fin clip was sampled from the anal fin of
each tagged fish for future genetic and stable isotope analysis and fork length was measured to
the nearest centimeter. All individuals responded well to surgery and were briefly held over the
side of the boat until they were strong enough to swim away within 200 m of the capture
location.
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3.3.3 Broad-scale movement analyses
Detection data between January 2016 to May 2017 were used for all analyses. Data
recovered from all receivers were corrected for time drift, then filtered for detections that
occurred less than 15-sec apart, based on the quickest tag ping rate. Short ping rates (i.e. those
that occurred < 15-sec apart) were assumed to be biologically unlikely, attributed to echoes or
simultaneous detections, and were removed. Fish that were recorded on receivers for less than 3
days and fish that had less than 1,000 detections were also removed, both being used as a cutoff
to ensure that analyses were not influenced by fish that either died or quickly emigrated from the
array post tagging. The number of detections recorded over the duration of the study has the
potential to influence ecological inferences (Becker et al. 2016). Therefore, we employed the two
cutoffs to reduce the potential for inaccurate interpretation of the monitoring data.
Residency within Monument boundaries was quantified using a residency index (RI)
which was calculated by dividing the total number of days a fish was detected on any receiver
within BIRNM by the maximum number of possible days the fish could have been detected (i.e.
the period between the day of release and the last day the fish was detected; Afonso et al. 2016).
An individual was considered present if there were at least two detections per day (Lédée et al.
2015b). RI values range from 0 (complete absence) to 1 (complete presence) and were calculated
for each individual fish for the entire BIRNM array. RIs were also calculated monthly for the
entire study period by averaging the RI of all individuals present in each month. To determine
how well RI reflects true “residency”, a ratio between the observed and expected (O/E)
detections in a given day was calculated and averaged monthly for present individuals. For all
tags, the rapid-two-week ping rate often overlapped neighboring months, thus the different
expected values were calculated separately. When overlap occurred, the mean expected rapid
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rate (30 sec) value was averaged with the mean expected dominant rate (90 sec) to estimate
monthly ratio. Finally, detections observed on all receivers outside Monument boundaries (LB,
EEMP and Teague Bay) were summed by month across the study period.
To explore broad-scale usage of the Monument by C. latus, network analysis (NA) as
described by Finn et al. (2014) was implemented using the igraph package (Csardi and Nepusz
2006). Briefly, NA created individualized spatial graphs, where stationary receivers were treated
as network nodes, and node size weighted according to the number of detections recorded at that
location. Movements between nodes were represented by edges weighted by the amount of
movement between two receivers. All receivers were placed in their actual (x,y) locations to
facilitate interpreting the extent of space use within Monument boundaries. Edge arrows indicate
directed movement pathways, with self-loop arrows representing detections occurring
consecutively at the same receiver (Finn et al. 2014). In addition, the ggnetworkmap function in
the GGally package (Schloerke et al. 2014) and the ggmap package (Kahle and Wickham 2013)
were used to geographically plot individual fish movements in a network.
To test whether observed individual fish exhibited non-random movements, we generated
10,000 random networks using a bootstrap approach. Each new sequence of movements was based
on the number of filtered detections retained for an individual fish and allowed the individual to
be detected at any receiver (n = 78 BIRNM stations) throughout the sequence (i.e. a link
rearrangement). A to/from matrix was constructed from the new random sequence creating a
weighted movement list and thus a new random movement graph (i.e. random network). Networklevel metrics (degree, betweenness and closeness) were calculated for each new random movement
graph (n = 10,000) to test against the original observed movement graph metrics using a onesample Wilcoxon signed rank test (α = 0.05).
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Core use receivers (CURs) were identified to define highly visited areas with the igraph
package (Csardi and Nepusz 2006) following methodology of Becker et al. (2016). Centrality
metrics based on degree value were used to rank the receivers in an individual’s network, with
receivers falling below the 50% identified as being CURs (Becker et al. 2016). Centrality degree
should be broadly comparable to other utilization density techniques that estimate frequency of
use, therefore I chose degree over betweenness and closeness centrality metrics to identify CURs
for individual networks. CURs generated through NA were used as an alternative to conventional
kernel space use estimators as they provide a more holistic representation of individual space use
and give more weight to movement corridors (Jacoby and Freeman 2016). All data processing
and analyses were conducted in R statistical software version 3.3.3 (R Core Team 2017).

3.4 Results
From 2015 to 2017, 11 C. latus were tagged with acoustic transmitters within the
boundaries of BIRNM (Appendix B1). Three tagged fish did not meet the aforementioned
cutoffs and were excluded from analyses (see Appendix B2 and B3 for spatial plots and tagging
information). The smallest tagged C. latus (FL = 35.5 cm) provided limited spatial data, being
only present in the array for 36 days and visiting only 4 receivers. Due to its incomplete
movement patterns, this fish was not included in further analyses (see Appendix B2 and B3 for
spatial plot and tagging information). The remaining fish (n = 7) ranged in size from 45.0 to 82.0
cm fork length (FL; mean ± SD = 60.9 ± 11.9 cm; Table 3.1). C. latus presumably reach maturity
at a mean FL between 35.0 and 40.0 cm (Munro 1983), suggesting all fish monitored were
mature adults. Individuals were present in the array from 114 to 477 days and accumulated
moderate to large detection histories (range: 6,826 – 78,321; Table 3.1).
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3.4.1 Residency and network analysis
RI values for the seven tagged C. latus were high (mean ± SE = 0.913 ± 0.04, range =
0.75 – 1.0) for the entire BIRNM array. Monthly variation was evident, with decreasing RI
values from January (RI = 1.0) to June (RI = 0.78) 2016 and increasing RI values from June (RI
= 0.78) to November (RI = 1.0) of the same year (Figure 3.2). No evident trend marked
differences in residency in the first half of 2017. Although in general the O/E detection ratio was
less than 0.2 (< 20% of expected detections; mean ± SE: 9.62 ± 2.89%), O/E ratios matched RI
patterns (Figure 3.2). As 2016 progressed, the number of detections recorded on receivers inside
BIRNM decreased. However, the observed number of detections increased towards the end of
year and into 2017, peaking in January and decreasing to May 2017. In total, 224 detections from
six of the seven individuals (range: 3 – 91) were recorded on receivers outside of Monument
boundaries over the duration of the study (Table 3.1; see Appendix B4, B5, and B7 for more
detailed detection data inside and outside BIRNM). Peak detections outside the MPA occurred
March through June 2016 (45.5% of total detections) and began to peak again in March and
April 2017 (32.6% of total detections).
Observed network metrics for each individual fish were all significantly different than
random (p < 0.001). Therefore, all networks were considered non-random and included in
analyses. Individualized spatial networks visually showed that C. latus frequently moved over
large areas within the Monument, however, different fish were detected more regularly over
specific areas than others, indicating some level of individual variation in space use (see
Appendix B6 for all spatial plots). For example, three fish (Tags 17203, 23604, and 23608)
showed a higher concentration of movement south of Buck Island while also using the deepwater receivers in the northeastern portion of the Monument (Figure 3.3). In contrast, the
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movements of two fish (Tags 23601 and 23603) were focused on the northwestern side of Buck
Island but also displayed occasional movements to the same deep-water receivers in the
northeastern portion of the Monument (Figure 3.3).
The number of CURs identified varied between individual C. latus (mean = 10.7, range =
6 – 14). One specific receiver was present as a CUR in all C. latus networks, although
individuals shared between two and seven CURs (mean: 2.34, median: 2). There were some fish
that had CURs exclusive in their own networks. Notably, release locations were near or
surrounded by CURs in each individual spatial network.

3.5 Discussion
Individual C. latus were highly connected to the entire array with extensive use of the
Monument, coupled with frequent movement outside the current boundaries. Since C. latus are a
common reef fish throughout the Caribbean and likely exhibit similar movement patterns to other
Carangids, specifics of their movement ecology and establishing a baseline understanding of
distribution dynamics can aid in MPA management decisions. Spatial distributions of marine
predators and wide-ranging species in general can provide information necessary to ensure longterm protection of all species when using no-take MPA management approaches (Filous et al.,
2017). A component of linking movements to MPA efficacy is appropriately characterizing
residency to understand potential exposure to fishing mortality.
While most fish were detected on many or all receivers, suggesting their ability to move
over large distances, the lowest observed individual RI (0.75), signified high long-term fidelity to
the array in BIRNM. However, use of RI values to interpret high residency may lead one to
conclude that BIRNM is of sufficient size to protect most C. latus over their lifespan. When we
compared the expected maximum number of daily detections to those observed, most individuals
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were not detected for much of the day. While some missed detections could result from the
smaller detection ranges for receivers in high rugosity habitats (Selby et al., 2016) and lack of
receiver coverage in deep water, observed movement outside of the array and BIRNM
boundaries occurred as well. Due to the potential capacity of C. latus to move over large
distances, analyses based on two detections per day are likely to over-represent actual occupancy
and a higher number of minimum detections may be necessary to define absolute residency.
Although C. latus were present throughout the year in BIRNM, monthly fluctuations in
residency and amount of detections was evident. Variability in yearly abundance has been
previously documented for other populations of C. latus through underwater visual observations.
For example, a population off the coast of Belize exhibited varied seasonal abundance with
peaks often corresponding to spawning events observed in July and August along the shelf edge
of the reef promontory and during April when courtship behavior was identified, though seasonal
peak spawning occurred from April to June (Heyman and Kjerfve 2008). The additional
receivers deployed outside of the BIRNM array (LB, EEMP, and Teague Bay) detected all but
one fish, although time and individual use varied. Detections outside of the array generally
peaked around March and April in both years, coinciding with the timing of courtship and
spawning in other studies (Heyman and Kjerfve 2008). Therefore, it is possible that C. latus
monitored in this study were exhibiting movements to courtship or spawning aggregation sites,
further evident by the lowest monthly RI value in June 2016 (RI = 0.78) and the lowest amount
of detections recorded in BIRNM during summer months. The emigration of multiple individuals
outside BIRNM boundaries over time indicates that the current extent of the MPA is not large
enough to fully envelop the complete space use of this species, and they are accumulating
substantial time outside protection. Future research should move towards developing a
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quantitative comparison between occupancy inside and outside of the Monument and identifying
locations of spawning, which would require expanding the acoustic array to additional areas.
In some circumstances, large MPAs are not feasible so conservationists and managers
must look to protect small activity spaces important for spawning or other deliberate
aggregations (Gell and Roberts 2003). Based on the CUR results from network analysis, it
appears that core spaces from the small number of fish monitored were often close to capture
locations and likely contained within BIRNM boundaries. However, due to the low number and
distribution of receivers outside of BIRNM, core spaces might extend to areas with little to no
receiver coverage. The peak in the number of detections outside the Monument in March and
April of both monitored years, coupled with the relatively high O/E detection ratio during this
time, may suggest that boundary crossings and movement in general are more frequent during
spring months, potentially driven by a spawning aggregation site at LB. Additional research to
determine the ecological drivers of movement outside BIRNM will clarify to what degree
boundaries crossings are being made. If C. latus becomes a species of specific concern,
providing more enforcement or protection during March and April along the shallow shelf break
from BIRNM to LB might greatly benefit the species.
To date, only one other study has quantified the movement patterns of another sympatric
fish species in BIRNM. Becker et al. (2016), showed that acoustically monitored great barracuda
S. barracuda in BIRNM displayed relatively small, structured home ranges, despite occasional
exploratory movements outside their core territories. In addition, S. barracuda displayed high
residency to the MPA when their small core use areas were located within the BIRNM array
(Becker et al. 2016). Spatial networks of S. barracuda movement varied by individual, with
perhaps more intraspecific variation in spatial distribution than C. latus. The mean number of
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CURs for S. barracuda was 6.71 (Becker et al. 2016), lower than C. latus (mean = 10.7, this
study). C. latus have larger core activity spaces and reduced site fidelity compared to S.
barracuda, highlighting species-specific differences and demonstrating how movement ecology
can translate into different degrees of protection. How these predators, and other species,
subdivide space or demonstrate avoidance and competition warrants further study as it could
have important ecosystem consequences.
The degree to which these two predators influence BIRNM’s underlying reef community
is unknown. Recent research suggests that sympatric predators show individual diet
specialization, which may reduce competition for similar resources (Papastamatiou et al. 2015).
Spatial and temporal patterns of habitat partitioning occurring between a resident territorial
predator, such as S. barracuda and the more transient C. latus, could affect a similar kind of
ecological niche partitioning. Similar relationships observed between Galapagos shark
(Carcharhinus galapagensis) and giant trevally (C. ignobilis), a closely related carangid,
highlight shifts in both spatial and temporal relations among co-occurring marine predators
(Papastamatiou et al. 2015). As available data continues to grow for the BIRNM array, directed
work on trophic positions, either using isotopic signatures or stomach content analysis, could
illuminate potential reasons for the differences in space use within the MPA. Seasonal utilization
patterns, specific delineation of habitat use, responses to abiotic conditions, and lunar phase
shifts in distribution might provide insights sufficient for improving management strategies for
both species.
Telemetry technology and the tools to quantify movement data are continuously improving
and, as a result, we are seeing an upsurge in the number of studies highlighting species-specific
movement patterns. As additional data becomes available, better spatial management frameworks
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and designs can be applied with an ultimately higher chance of success in meeting their
conservation goals (Lea et al. 2016). As we begin to integrate multi-species movements into
management decisions, the influence of geographic scale on the level of protection needs to be
elucidated since it can play a role in structuring the ecosystem dynamics in and around MPAs. For
example, individual S. barracuda that establish small core territories within BIRNM have high
residencies and thus a high density, potentially attributed to increased protection (Becker 2016;
Becker et al. 2016). Although the sample population of C. latus monitored in this study had high
residency inside the MPA, they will not receive the same level of protection as S. barracuda based
on frequent transient movements to areas outside protection. Links between degree of protection
and resulting abundances affecting top-down processes at this scale are not well established, nor
are the possible benefits that transient species obtain from moving within and around MPAs.
Interpreting residency patterns relative to the level of protection achieved by MPAs
requires understanding detailed movement patterns. Using residency metrics and network
analysis to visualize space use of C. latus revealed high individual residencies in BIRNM and
core use areas that were likely contained within MPA boundaries. However, they also
demonstrated frequent detections on receivers outside BIRNM and capacity to move large
distances, often crossing boundaries and affording individuals varying degrees of protection.
Successful spatial management draws on the availability of movement data (Lea et al. 2016) and
is especially critical when little ecological research has been conducted on a presumably high
trophic niche predator. A growing number of studies are highlighting the importance of marine
predators in shaping the foundation of coral reef ecosystems (Hussey et al. 2015). Given the
mobility of C. latus and their continuous presence in BIRNM, this species may play an integral
role in influencing community structure and function. Ultimately, research combining multiple
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movement studies on reef fish, sharks, sea turtles, and other organisms, all with unique
residencies and movement patterns, will lead to a better understanding of the role MPAs play in
conserving species and ecological communities.

3.6 Conclusion
Ecological studies on the movement dynamics of C. latus are sparse. Research that
attempted to recapture tagged individuals yielded no success (Randall 1962; Chapman and
Kramer 2000). One acoustically tagged C. latus demonstrated this species was wide-ranging,
frequently moving over large distances (Farmer and Ault 2017). For a common, predatory reef
species, it is important to characterize movement patterns that might influence community
structure and function. Furthermore, transient predators are often targeted by fishers or end up as
bycatch and understanding how they move amongst environments is critical for successful
protection measures (Harborne et al. 2017). Here, I showed that C. latus are a highly mobile
species, traversing large areas of the MPA and often crossing BIRNM boundaries moving into
adjected protected areas through areas open to fishing. Understanding connectivity between
habitats and environments by mobile fish is extremely vital for conservation efforts in coastal
areas (Davis et al. 2017). Although, the extent to which this species shapes the whole community
through top-down pressure is still unknown, this is an important step to achieving those results.
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Table 3.1: Tagging, residency index (RI), and core use receivers (CURs) information for seven C. latus tagged in Buck Island Reef
National Monument (BIRNM). Number of detections outside of BIRNM and average number of daily detections are also presented.
Note that number of detections inside of BIRNM are filtered detections.
Tag
ID

Tagging date

Tag
type

FL
(cm)

Number of
detections

Days
at
liberty
153

RI

CURs

6826

Total
days
present
114

45.0

8

Number of
detections
outside BIRNM
0

Mean(median)
number of
detections/day
56.9 (28.5)

0.75

19678

21 January 2016 V9

23601

22 January 2016

V13 62.0

17512

363

460

0.79

11

66

47.6 (26)

23603

27 January 2016 V13 56.0

34588

450

466

0.97

12

91

76.9 (69)

23608

25 January 2016 V13 54.0

78321

477

477

1.0

12

16

164.3 (151)

23593

17 August 2016

V13 58.0

23617

259

264

0.98

14

43

90.8 (78)

23604

10 January 2017 V13 69.0

13152

114

127

0.90

6

3

111.5 (109.5)

17203

10 January 2017 V16 82.0

27607

128

128

1.0

12

5

215.7 (195.5)
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Figure 3.1: A) Location of St. Croix, U.S. Virgin Islands within the greater Caribbean region. B)
Boundaries and acoustic receiver stations in Buck Island Reef National Monument (white
circles), Lang Bank (white triangles), St. Croix’s East End Marine Park (white squares) and
Teague Bay (white hexagons). The shallow water benthic habitat shapefile was obtained from
NOAA Biogeography Branch. Unmapped deep-water habitat is represented by white.
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Figure 3.2: A) Monthly residency index values averaged (±SE) across seven C. latus monthly
from January 2016 (01/16) to May 2017 (05/17). B) Observed/expected ratio at the mean delay
ping rate (i.e. 90 sec dominant delay averaged with the 30 sec rapid rate when applicable) for
each tag and averaged (±SE) per month. C) Total number of detections (±SE) recorded on
receivers outside of BIRNM. Vertical black line denotes the time when an additional 20
receivers were deployed near Teague Bay (n = 16) and Lang Bank (n = 4). Detection data for
receivers outside of BIRNM were not available in May 2017.
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Figure 3.3: Individual spatial graphs (A = 23608, B = 23603) showing connectivity and space
use in BIRNM. The left two panels show visited receivers (white dots with dark and light grey
halos) with directed movement pathways (white lines). Receivers the fish did not visit, but had
the potential to, are shown as the grey dots without a halo. The right two columns show
unipartite spatial plots of the same two fish (A = 23608, B = 23603). Grey lines connecting
nodes are directed movement pathways. Note, this type of plot does not show the non-visited
receivers. For both panels, dark nodes represent core use receivers (CURs) while light grey
nodes are the remaining receivers each fish visited. Thickness of movement pathways reflects
more frequent use. Node size corresponds with amount of detections, with larger nodes
indicating higher use. The red ‘x’ are the release locations.
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CHAPTER 4

BEGINNING OF THE END:
STARTING TOWARDS MULTI-SPECIES, MULTI-SCALE MOVEMENT ANALYSES
TO DETERMINE THE CONSERVATION POTENTIAL OF BUCK ISLAND REEF
NATIONAL MONUMENT THROUGH AN ECOSYSTEM PERSPECTIVE

It has become widely accepted that the incorporation of MPAs throughout the ocean will
result in a boost of marine resources, essentially acting as a safety net to ensure that as other
areas become degraded, some will remain resilient to anthropogenic threats such as chronic
overfishing (Agardy et al. 2011). Still, protected areas face exposure to non-direct harm such as
climate change and associated degradation events. Consequently, it becomes urgent to evaluate
the efficacy of preexisting MPAs and how to improve future spatial management design. As a
tool to achieve ecosystem-based management, MPAs can play a key role in conservation of
marine fisheries resources and thus maintenance of healthy ecosystems and habitats. Still, the use
of habitats by many species remains understudied, in particular, how species move amongst and
link different habitats to complete their entire life history (Glazer and Delgado 2006). Key to
addressing this challenge is to characterize movement patterns, define the amount of time
individuals spend within a protected space, and identify essential fish habitats (Crossin et al.
2017). MPAs are commonly integrated into the marine environment with little to no knowledge
of animal movements and thus their true conservation potential is unknown (Abecasis et al.
2014; Pittman et al. 2014; Devillers et al. 2014; Crossin et al. 2017; Kendall et al. 2017).
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Acoustic telemetry has been successfully applied to evaluate MPA effectiveness by
providing necessary long-term movement data (Glazer and Delgado 2006; Lea et al. 2016;
Kendall et al. 2017). As telemetry technology continues to evolve, the level of data resolution is
increasing to the point where researchers can now elucidate ecological preferences including
habitat utilization and infer inter- and intraspecific interactions (Dance and Rooker 2015). With
this improvement comes the need for the advancement of tools for analyzing telemetry data. For
example, network analysis has been shown to be useful for illuminating movement corridors and
areas linked by infrequent movement, though may be essential areas (i.e. spawning aggregation
sites; Lédée et al. 2015a; Becker et al. 2016; Jacoby and Freeman 2016; Lea et al. 2016). Despite
the many examples of the potential utility in using acoustic telemetry to influence management
and policy, there exists relatively few successful cases (Crossin et al. 2017). Lea et al. (2016)
have recently demonstrated how acoustic telemetry and network analysis were directly and
successfully applied to spatial management decisions that were immediately adopted into the
local government. In another example, network analysis was used to determine the movement
and connectivity of sharks in multiple protected areas, providing new design for effective MSP
(Espinoza et al 2015a,b). Here, I believe that results and insights from Chapters 2 and 3 can
similarly fill knowledge gaps that can better inform future management goals for BIRNM.
In Chapter 2, I quantified broad- and fine-scale movement data for eight adult yellowtail
snapper Ocyurus chrysurus. As both a predator and prey (Cummings 2004), this species serves
as a critical link between trophic levels, yet long-term movement data are sparse but have the
potential to elucidate predator-prey interactions when combined into multispecies models. To
bridge the ecological knowledge divide, we tracked O. chrysurus over a 23-month period. Adult
O. chrysurus monitored in this study appeared to continuously occupy and move along the
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shallow shelf break west of Buck Island. Generally, these results agree with previous research
that used visual transects to quantify fish biomass and density inside and outside of BIRNM
(Pittman et al. 2008). Highest densities of adult O. chrysurus occurred along the shallow shelf
break, off the eastern point of Buck Island, and outside of BIRNM near St. Croix’s mainland
(Pittman et al. 2008). Yet, these visual survey estimates are only static snapshots observed over
multiple surveys and provide no information on how specific individuals might alter movements
temporally or spatially.
Broad-scale movement results suggested that O. chrysurus have high site fidelity, as
individuals often stayed close to their capture location. This observation is consistent with the
few studies that have monitored O. chrysurus movements elsewhere in their geographic range
(Watson et al. 2002; Lindholm et al. 2005a; Lindholm et al. 2005b; Farmer and Ault 2011).
However, it is important to note that all but one O. chrysurus was captured near the western shelf
break, despite extensive fishing effort throughout the Monument. The one fish that was captured
off a small patch reef southeast of Buck Island, had low observed residency but affinity to its
capture location and made larger movements to the shelf break possibly making frequent
boundary crossings. Additional fish captured throughout the Monument are needed to determine
if this observation is consistent within the larger population of O. chrysurus occupying this area.
Given the high site fidelity exhibited by the current study population of O. chrysurus, BIRNM
appears to be an appropriate conservation tool for this species, although further research is
needed to determine if this holds true for fish tagged at different locations within the Monument.
Inconsistent interpretation of O. chrysurus fine-scale habitat use arose using a
classification-based analysis (CBA) approach and a more rigorous Euclidean distance analysis
(EDA) method. Simply summing the number of positions over distinct habitat types (CBA)
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yielded results suggesting that most positions were occurring over colonized pavement. In
contrast, EDA determined habitat use was occurring at random. Despite conflicting results,
Pittman et al. (2008) observed similar habitat behaviors, stating that adult and juvenile O.
chrysurus were associated with multiple habitat types but mean biomass was markedly higher
over colonized pavement inside BIRNM. Bryan et al. (2016) noted higher O. chrysurus densities
over patch and linear reef in St. Thomas and St. John, U.S. Virgin Islands. Both current and
previous research suggest adult O. chrysurus are a habitat generalist, but certain individuals may
have an affinity for different habitats based on varying ecological needs provided in different
geographic locations.
Due to the stark similarity observed between EDA habitat selection ratios for the two
groups of O. chrysurus in the VPS, I hypothesize that we are documenting separate contingents,
or cohesive groups of fish that are selecting habitat and areas independently from one another
(Secor 1999; Kraus and Secor 2004; DeCelles and Cadrin 2010; Sagarese and Frisk 2011; Mai et
al. 2014). Although contingents were originally identified using otolith elemental analysis on a
striped bass Morone saxatilis population in the Hudson River (Secor 1999), succeeding research
using telemetry supported the original observations that there were resident, estuarine, and
migratory contingents within the population (Wingate and Secor 2007). The concept of
contingents is based on notion that early life decisions on energy allocation undoubtedly vary by
individuals within a population but influence lifetime divergence of habitat selection (Secor
1999). Further, individuals that form dense aggregations over the most favorable habitat will
presumably experience lowered fitness and some will eventually move to sparsely populated
habitats to increase overall fitness (Secor 1999). The plasticity in habitat use by O. chrysurus
gleaned from the VPS is an opportunity to identify marine contingents, likely based on foraging
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behaviors, and highlights the role they may play in shaping community structure across different
habitats.
The two similarly sized O. chrysurus, which temporally overlapped within the VPS and
had the largest amount of positions recorded, illustrated clear space partitioning patterns. Watson
et al. (2002) noted that conspecifics of a similar size (2 to 3 cm total length [TL]) generally
tolerated one another but as soon as fish were > 3.5 cm TL they became aggressive to fish of the
same size. Subdividing space within the small area, illuminated by using the VPS, illustrate how
individuals begin to allocate and partition intraspecific resources. Although O. chrysurus will
form transient schools in the water column to forage, solitary individuals have also been
observed (Lindholm et al. 2005b). More complex analyses should be undertaken to determine
when and if schooling behavior can be determined through fine-scale techniques.
Both the availability of tagging data for seven horse-eye jack Caranx latus in BIRNM
and how little movement information was available for this common reef species sparked interest
in pursuing answers to similar questions asked in Chapter 2. Specifically in Chapter 3, I wanted
to address how C. latus were using the broad-scale array and if they were receiving any
protection from the static boundaries of BIRNM as a mobile predatory species. For the
conservation of fish capable of moving over large distances, it is imperative that we are able to
identify areas of high use as well as movement corridors linking critical spaces (Lundberg and
Moberg 2003). The results in Chapter 3 confirm that C. latus are wide ranging and have
connections to almost every receiver in the BIRNM array, often traveling to adjacent MPAs
through areas open to fishing. Networks and complexity of space use most likely extend past the
boundaries of BIRNM, yet the information ascertained from the residency analysis does offer
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relevant information indicating that the study population of C. latus frequently occupies areas
within BIRNM.
Developing multi-species models and analytical techniques to compare complexity in
space use across trophic levels and species interactions are the next priorities for this project. To
highlight some succeeding steps for this research, I generated an example of a community
detection bipartite graph combining broad-scale movement data for three species: great
barracuda Sphyraena barracuda (n = 12), horse-eye jack C. latus (n = 7), and yellowtail snapper
O. chrysurus (n = 8). I specifically selected a full year of detection data, from February 2016 to
February 2017, so it did not include a tagging event or receivers added or removed from the
array, which would have required the data to be standardized for shared amount of time for both
tags and receivers in the water. Briefly, a bipartite graph links fish and receivers (two types of
nodes) with weighted edges based on the number of movements between each node; very similar
to a unipartite spatial graph (refer to Chapters 2 and 3). Groups with nodes that have stronger
connections to each other than the rest of the nodes in the graph are referred to as “communities”
(Finn et al. 2014). I used the Fast-Greedy detection algorithm to illustrate inter- and intraspecific
connectivity for 27 individual fish and 77 (one receiver was not visited from the original 78)
BIRNM receivers. A Wilcoxon sum-rank test was used to determine significant communities or
anti-communities (Finn et al. 2014). More connections or edges between nodes within a
community signify a significant community. Conversely, if there are more connections or edges
to nodes outside of that community, then it is considered an anti-community. For a complete
description of methodology, please refer to Finn et al. (2014).
I provided both the community detection bipartite graph (Figure 4.1) and the associated
output table (Table 4.1) to maximize understanding and visualization of the space use complexity
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within this subset of data. In total, there were 1,040,990 filtered detections used for this analysis
among the 27-individual fish. Ten communities were parsed out from the Fast-Greedy algorithm,
with 6 consisting of either 1 or 2 individual S. barracuda. Overall, the modularity was very high
(0.74) indicating the Fast-Greedy algorithm did a sufficient job of dividing the network. Three
communities of only S. barracuda (4, 6, and 7) were significant anti-communities with more
links outside of the community than within. All other communities were neither significant
communities or anti-communities. The one O. chrysurus that was caught on a small patch reef to
the southeast of Buck Island was placed in its own community. Overall, O. chrysurus and C.
latus were only split into three separate communities, while S. barracuda were in eight
communities (often by themselves).
From previous work in Chapters 2 and 3 and similar analyses in Becker et al. (2016), this
community structuring begins to make ecological sense. Generally, individual O. chrysurus and
C. latus displayed similar movements to respective conspecifics, represented by these species
present in only 3 communities each. In contrast, Becker et al. (2016) showed that the population
of S. barracuda in BIRNM had small core use territories coupled with infrequent wide-ranging
exploratory movements. Since S. barracuda are highly territorial, it is intuitive that individuals
are divided into 8 communities, often by themselves, and use the receivers in the array uniquely.
Each of these species, although not explicitly tested for C. latus, are presumably moving
independent of habitat type, highlighted by significant anti-communities in the bipartite network.
Although fish are part of separate communities, the broad exploratory movements exhibited by
S. barracuda (Becker 2016; Becker et al. 2016) classify them as anti-communities. Since the
study environment exists on a relatively continuous gradient and there is less constraint on where
fish can move (i.e. no fragmentation of habitat by land, besides Buck Island in the center of the
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array), anti-communities are more likely to occur. More probable, is that species are structuring
space use based on resource partitioning, albeit specific reasons driving this are not yet clear.
As single-species movement studies are being conducted, it is also important to
understand the inner workings of the entire community by developing ecosystem models or other
alternatives to identify drivers structuring species’ spatial ecology. Even the community
detection analysis is limited in scope of inference and it is unclear how animals that are within
the same community are socially interacting with one another or if they are merely occupying the
same space for different reasons (Spiegel et al. 2016). Developing a null model and network
simulation testing would strengthen the observed network and ensure support of non-random
interacting connections among individual fish (Farine and Whitehead 2015). Some emerging
behavioral studies have inferred social networks of sharks (Armansin et al. 2015; Jacoby et al.
2016; Mourier et al. 2017) and utilized telemetry data to assess social structure. However,
community network analysis, illustrated here with a Fast- Greedy community bipartite graph,
does permit a glimpse into inter-individual variability in movement as the algorithm links fish
and receivers together that are highly connected thereby illustrating how individuals within the
same species might be using space in different ways.
We can further assess spatial overlap and degree of interaction between conspecifics or
species using data obtained from the fine-scale positioning system. Although still in its infancy,
fine-scale telemetry technology has enormous potential for providing a new platform to describe
how species interact with one another on the monthly, daily, or even hourly scale (Furey et al.
2013; Dance and Rooker 2015). As another example for the future direction of the BIRNM
telemetry project, I provided four daily snapshots of fine-scale positioning data for present O.
chrysurus, C. latus and S. barracuda individuals (Figure 4.2). Since the inception of the BIRNM
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collaboration, one of the primary goals of establishing a large-scale telemetry array was to foster
a holistic understanding of the complexities and interaction among various organisms moving
within and around the protected space. The next step in processing the positioning data is to
establish hourly and sub hourly movement trajectories or ethograms (McLean et al. 2014). Finescale positioning systems have been able to characterize Atlantic sturgeon Acipenser oxyrinchus
oxyrinchus actively foraging by quantifying distance between successive relocations, turning
angle, rate of movement, and a linearity ratio (McLean et al. 2014). To the best of my
knowledge, there has been no published information using these types of analyses on identifying
hourly and sub-hourly interactions among different species, which has the potential to become a
widely used tool in defining social behavior of sympatric marine species.
Modeling animal ecology is extremely complex. Therefore, scientists tend to draw
assumptions and condense observations into the simplest and easiest way to gather insights about
ecological systems (DeAngelis and Gross 1992). As many terrestrial and aquatic studies have
demonstrated (DeAngelis and Gross 1992), most organisms experience and interact with their
environment through various mechanisms of differentiation, enabling the persistence of these
highly complex and diverse systems. Understanding interindividual variation, but also
acknowledging that there are limitations studying each individual in a population, is central in
realizing the importance of population level assumptions in preserving entire communities
(Bolnick et al. 2011). Therefore, I believe that inferences made from Chapters 2, 3, and 4 fuels
both our understanding of fish individuality and population movement dynamics across a
constantly changing environment.
Future work will be crucial to quantify factors driving movements of these three species
among others being currently monitored by project collaborators. It is necessary to continue
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incorporating additional single-species analyses to build the foundation of a community
ecosystem model. If we are to achieve an EBM approach for BIRNM then interactions between
populations and their physical and biological environment are essential. Models including, but
not limited to, Ecopath (Christensen and Pauly 1992), individual-based models (DeAngelis and
Gross 1992), and spatial ecosystem and population dynamics models (Lehodey et al. 2008) are
potential avenues for the future success of this project. As MPAs continue to be used as a tool to
achieve EBM in the marine environment, we need to develop methods for understanding
connectivity between separate protected areas, many of which have varying levels of protection.
In our system, most C. latus and one O. chrysurus (but no S. barracuda), left the boundaries of
BIRNM either often or once, respectively, and moved to Lang Bank, a seasonally protected area.
If species that traverse MPA boundaries are to be effectivity protected, additional
research is needed to include the larger populations of all reef species occupying the area. This
would establish robust estimates on overall degree of protection for target species. The protection
of all individuals in a population may sometimes limit fishing opportunities resulting from a lack
of spillover, thus minimizing spatial management benefits. However, maintaining most adults
within reserve boundaries may also foster enough spillover (Sobel and Dahlgren 2004).
Therefore, it is essential that sufficient movement data on marine species exist as it provides the
foundation for generating sustainable policy actions for all users. Devising effective strategies to
achieve a balance between conservation goals and human interests are needed to bridge the fields
of acoustic telemetry and spatial management.
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Table 4.1: Communities identified by the Fast-Greedy algorithm and the number of O.
chryrurus, C. latus, S. barracuda, and receivers associated with each community. Asterisks
represent significant anti-communities. All other communities were neither significant
communities or anti-communities.
Community
Number of
Number Number of S.
Number of
p - value
O. chrysurus of C. latus
barracuda
receivers
1
5
1
0
14
0.083
2

0

5

3

30

0.256

3

1

0

0

2

0.116

4

0

0

2

14

<0.001*

5

0

0

1

2

0.077

6

2

1

1

3

0.003*

7

0

0

2

8

<0.001*

8

0

0

1

2

0.072

9

0

0

1

1

0.221

10

0

0

1

1

0.221
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Figure 4.1: Community detection bipartite graph delineating the ten communities that the FastGreedy algorithm parsed out. Nodes of the graph represent individual fish (YTS (1-8) = O.
chrysurus, HEJ (1-7) = C. latus, BC (1-12) = S. barracuda), or receivers in the BIRNM acoustic
array (B (1-78; omit B64)). Weighted edges linking nodes are the strength of the connection
between fish and receivers. Filtered data used are from February 2016 to February 2017.
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Figure 4.2: Daily snapshots of positioning data from O. chrysurus (n = 2; circles), C. latus (n=2;
triangles), and S. barracuda (n = 5; squares). Two days in February and April 2016 were chosen
based on the highest number of present individuals. All positioning data were filtered with HPE
> 7.5.
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APPENDIX A

SUPPLEMENTAL FIGURES FOR YELLOWTAIL SNAPPER O. CHRYSURUS
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Appendix A1: Dataset summary: residency plot for all tagged O. chrysurus, including seven fish
(Tags 19665, 19669, 19673, 19674, 19675, 19676 and 19680) not used for analyses.
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Appendix A2: Spatial plots for the seven individual O. chrysurus (Tags 19665, 19669, 19673,
19674, 19675, 19676 and 19680) that were not used in analyses due to limited spatial inference,
low detection histories, and were only present in the array for a relatively short period of time (see
Appendix A3 for tagging/detection details). Note that CUR assignment was not done for these
fish. Red ‘x’ marks release location.
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Appendix A3: Tagging and detection information for the seven individual O. chrysurus that were
not included in analyses. Asterisk represents the fish that was determined dead by the VPS.
ID

Tagging date

19665

22 January 2016

Tag
type
V9

FL
(cm)
29.5

Number of filtered
detections inside BIRNM
6

Total days
present
1

Days at
liberty
1

19669

21 January 2016

V9

28.5

297

6

6

19673

04 June 2015

V9

21.0

68

3

3

19674

22 January 2016

V9

34.0

96

4

4

19675

22 January 2016

V9

31.5

251

5

5

19676*

27 May 2015

V9

31.0

509

16

285

19680

22 January 2016

V9

29.5

54

3

3
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Appendix A4: Spatial plots of eight-tagged yellowtail snapper O. chrysurus that were used for
analyses. Right panels are the same spatial plots illustrated using the ggmap and GGally
packages in R.
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Appendix A5: Top five model outputs and rankings. Habitat was the only categorical variable in all models. Continuous variables
included bottom depth (standardized: bottomdepthC) and distance to the shelf break from each receiver (distshelf, standardized:
distshelfC). Both continuous variables were tested for a potential quadratic effect (bottomdepthC2 and distshelfC2).

m1
m2
m3
m4
m5

Model

DF

AICc

ΔAICc Weight

Log likelihood

bottomdepthC + bottomdepthC2 + Habitat + distshelfC + distshelfC2
+ bottomdepthC:Habitat + bottomdepthC2:Habitat
+ distshelfC2:Habitat
bottomdepthC + bottomdepthC2 + Habitat + distshelfC + distshelfC2
+ bottomdepthC:Habitat + bottomdepthC2:Habitat
+ distshelfC2:Habitat + bottomdepthC:distshelfC
bottomdepthC + bottomdepthC2 + Habitat + distshelfC + distshelfC2
+ bottomdepthC:Habitat + bottomdepthC2:Habitat
+ distshelfC:Habitat + bottomdepthC:distshelfC
distshelfC + bottomdepthC + Habitat + distshelfC2

31

532.87

0.0

0.48

-233.76

32

534.97

2.09

0.17

-233.70

32

535.92

3.04

0.10

-234.17

12

536.57

3.69

0.08

-256.03

bottomdepthC + bottomdepthC2 + Habitat + distshelfC + distshelfC2
+ bottomdepthC:Habitat + bottomdepthC2:Habitat
+ distshelfC:Habitat + distshelfC2:Habitat

33

537.25

4.38

0.05

-233.51
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Appendix A6: Model summary for fixed effects variables. The fixed effects and their respective
estimates, standard error, z-value, and P-value for the categorical variable habitat, the standardized
bottom depth term (bottomdepthC) and the quadratic form (bottomdepthC2), and finally distance
to shelf (distshelfC) and the quadratic form (distshelfC2) for the best fit model.
Fixed Effects
Estimate
SE
z value
Pr(>|z|)
intercept
-6.60
1.2+05 0.00
1.00
Bottom depth
bottomdepthC
3.9+01 4.1+05 0.00
1.00
bottomdepthC2
2.5+01 4.1+05 0.00
1.00
Distance to shelf
distshelfC
-2.0
4.3-01
-4.7
<0.001
distshelfC2
1.4+01 1.1+05 0.00
1.00
Habitat
AR: Aggregate reef
1.2+01 2.0+05 0.00
1.00
CP: Colonized pavement
2.8
1.2+05 0.00
1.00
CPSC: Colonized pavement with sand channels
-1.8+03 2.4+05 -0.01
0.99
RD: Rhodoliths
5.0+01 3.5+05 0.00
1.00
SD: Sand
5.68
1.2+05 0.00
1.00
SSCR: Sand with scattered coral and rock
1.2+02 2.4+05 0.00
1.00
SCR: Scattered coral/rock
1.3+01 1.3+05 0.00
1.00
SG: Seagrass
4.43
4.1+05 0.00
1.00
Interactions
bottomdepthC:AR
6.4+01 6.5+05 0.00
0.99
bottomdepthC:CP
-4.0+01 4.1+05 0.00
1.00
bottomdepthC:CPSC
-1.6+03 4.4+05 0.00
0.99
bottomdepthC:RD
-1.2+02 1.1+06 0.00
1.00
bottomdepthC:SD
-4.4+01 4.1+05 0.00
1.00
bottomdepthC:SSCR
1.8+01 6.3+05 0.00
1.00
bottomdepthC:SCR
2.7+02 1.7+05 0.00
1.00
bottomdepthC:SG
-4.0+01 4.1+05 0.00
1.00
bottomdepthC2:AR
2.9+01 4.5+04 0.00
0.99
bottomdepthC2:CP
-2.5+01 2.5+05 0.00
1.00
bottomdepthC2:CPSC
5.2+02 2.6+05 0.00
0.99
bottomdepthC2:RD
NA
NA
NA
NA
bottomdepthC2:SD
-3.0+01 2.5+05 0.00
1.00
bottomdepthC2:SSCR
1.4+02 4.0+05 0.00
1.00
bottomdepthC2:SCR
NA
NA
NA
NA
bottomdepthC2:SG
-2.4+01 2.5+05 0.00
1.00
distshelfC2:AR
NA
NA
NA
NA
distshelfC2:CP
-1.2+01 1.1+05 0.00
1.00
distshelfC2:CPSC
2.1+03 2.6+05 0.01
0.99
distshelfC2:RD
NA
NA
NA
NA
distshelfC2:SD
-1.3+01 1.1+05 0.00
1.00
distshelfC2:SSCR
NA
NA
NA
NA
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distshelfC2:SCR
distshelfC2:SG

NA
-1.3+01

99

NA
1.1+05

NA
0.00

NA
1.00

Appendix A7: Pearson residuals obtained from the best model plotted by their spatial location
(i.e. BIRNM receiver stations). Black nodes are negative residuals and grey nodes are positive
residuals.
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Appendix A8: Semi-variogram of the Pearson residuals of the best model plotted against distance
from each location.
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Appendix A9: Spline correlogram with 95% pointwise bootstrap confidence intervals of the best
model plotted against distance.
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Appendix A10: Overall performance and density of diel positions by the three reference tags in
the VPS array. Note, positions have been filtered with those having an HPE > 7.5 removed.
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Appendix A11: Number of diel positions for reference tags accumulated each month in the VPS.
Note, positions have been filtered with those having an HPE > 7.5 removed.
Reference tag 1

Reference tag 2

Reference tag 3

Month/
Year
June 2015

Day

Night

Day

Night

Day

Night

1716

1387

1618

1323

1201

1670

July 2015

1906

1654

1877

1566

1456

1899

August 2015

1866

1703

1758

1611

1426

1915

September 2015

1034

1044

1626

1613

1245

1872

October 2015

471

483

1615

1702

1274

1991

November 2015

430

479

615

690

1225

1894

December 2015

460

538

433

513

615

941

January 2016

454

520

418

497

371

540

February 2016

437

459

413

402

317

466

March 2016

494

481

485

437

386

515

April 2016

494

433

450

384

359

503

May 2016

155

137

159

141

139

164
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Appendix A12: Diel positions for two O. chrysurus (brown: Tag 19679; blue: Tag19670). Darker
shades of brown and blue are nighttime positions, medium shades of both colors are crepuscular
positions, and the light shades are daytime positions. Panels on the right show densely concentrated
positions at night.
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APPENDIX B

SUPPLEMENTAL FIGURES FOR HORSE-EYE JACK C. LATUS
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Appendix B1: Dataset summary: residency plot for all tagged C. latus, including the four fish
(Tags 19663, 23591, 23592, and 45878) not used for analyses.
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Appendix B2: Spatial plots for the four individual C. latus (Tags 19663, 23591, 23592, and 45878)
that were not used in analyses due to limited spatial inference, low detection histories, and were
only present in the array for a relatively short period of time (see Appendix B3 for
tagging/detection details). Note that CUR assignment was not done for these fish. Red ‘x’ marks
release location.
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Appendix B3: Tagging and detection information for the four individual C. latus that were not
included in analyses.
ID

Tagging date

19663 4 June 2015

Tag
type
V9

FL
(cm)
35.5

Number of filtered
detections inside BIRNM
2667

Total days
present
36

Days at
liberty
36

23591 20 August 2016

V13

66.0

605

35

45

23592 20 August 2016

V13

61.0

78

11

12

45878 18 January 2017

V13

58.0

207

4

9
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Appendix B4: Total number of individual fish detections recorded on receivers (n = 20) outside
of Buck Island Reef National Monument (BIRNM) from January 2016 to May 2017.
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Appendix B5: Total number of C. latus detections recorded on receivers outside of Buck Island
Reef National Monument (BIRNM) either in East End Marine Park (EEMP), Lang Bank (LB),
or Teague Bay (TB) from January 2016 to May 2017. Note, there were no detections recorded in
January 2016 and detection data was not available for May 2017.
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Appendix B6: Spatial plots of all seven-tagged horse-eye jack C. latus that were used for
analyses.
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Appendix B7: Receiver station code, location (either within Buck Island Reef National Monument
(BIRNM), East End Marine Park (EEMP), Lang Bank (LB), or Teague Bay), date of deployment
and retrieval, and the number of horse-eye jack C. latus (n = 7, fish used for analyses) that visited
the receiver over the duration of the study (January 2016 to May 2017). Total number of filtered
detections for each receiver is also included.
Station

Location
BIRNM

Date
Deployed
11/05/2015

Date
Retrieved
05/03/2017

Number of C.
latus that visited
3

Total number of
filtered detections
5651

BUIS_01
BUIS_02

BIRNM

11/05/2015

05/28/2017

4

291

BUIS_03

BIRNM

10/26/2015

05/16/2017

3

38

BUIS_04

BIRNM

11/02/2015

05/08/2017

4

6314

BUIS_05

BIRNM

11/03/2015

05/08/2017

4

2881

BUIS_06

BIRNM

10/26/2015

05/16/2017

5

634

BUIS_07

BIRNM

11/04/2015

11/01/2016

1

1

BUIS_08

BIRNM

11/02/2015

05/16/2017

6

11631

BUIS_09

BIRNM

10/26/2015

05/16/2017

2

888

BUIS_10

BIRNM

11/02/2015

05/16/2017

6

9361

BUIS_11

BIRNM

10/26/2015

05/16/2017

2

1453

BUIS_12

BIRNM

11/12/2015

05/17/2017

6

1003

BUIS_13

BIRNM

11/02/2015

05/11/2017

7

11853

BUIS_14

BIRNM

11/05/2015

05/11/2017

7

20457

BUIS_15

BIRNM

10/26/2015

05/16/2017

4

187

BUIS_16

BIRNM

11/12/2015

05/05/2017

4

1046

BUIS_17

BIRNM

11/05/2015

05/15/2017

5

45

BUIS_18

BIRNM

11/02/2015

05/16/2017

6

4165

BUIS_19

BIRNM

10/26/2015

05/16/2017

7

2151

BUIS_20

BIRNM

11/03/2015

05/08/2017

3

46

BUIS_21

BIRNM

11/05/2015

05/03/2017

4

10024

BUIS_22

BIRNM

11/06/2015

05/08/2017

4

10395

BUIS_23

BIRNM

11/05/2015

05/03/2017

3

1212

BUIS_24

BIRNM

11/04/2015

05/03/2017

4

3790

BUIS_25

BIRNM

11/05/2015

05/03/2017

3

18

BUIS_26

BIRNM

11/04/2015

05/03/2017

4

2061

115

BUIS_27

BIRNM

10/26/2015

05/03/2017

4

89

BUIS_28

BIRNM

10/26/2015

05/17/2017

3

41

BUIS_29

BIRNM

11/04/2015

05/15/2017

2

3

BUIS_30

BIRNM

11/04/2015

05/15/2017

6

114

BUIS_31

BIRNM

11/05/2015

05/16/2017

5

182

BUIS_32

BIRNM

10/26/2015

05/17/2017

4

44

BUIS_33

BIRNM

10/26/2015

05/16/2017

4

101

BUIS_34

BIRNM

11/03/2015

05/08/2017

3

3098

BUIS_35

BIRNM

10/26/2015

05/17/2017

6

195

BUIS_36

BIRNM

10/26/2015

05/16/2017

2

1898

BUIS_37

BIRNM

11/03/2015

05/08/2017

3

860

BUIS_38

BIRNM

11/04/2015

05/08/2017

6

4482

BUIS_39

BIRNM

11/03/2015

05/05/2017

5

4419

BUIS_40

BIRNM

11/05/2015

05/03/2017

4

10869

BUIS_41

BIRNM

10/26/2015

05/08/2017

4

335

BUIS_42

BIRNM

11/04/2015

05/09/2017

6

12294

BUIS_43

BIRNM

11/03/2015

05/05/2017

4

210

BUIS_44

BIRNM

11/02/2015

05/16/2017

6

20860

BUIS_45

BIRNM

11/02/2015

05/09/2017

6

14286

BUIS_46

BIRNM

11/12/2015

05/08/2017

3

2946

BUIS_47

BIRNM

11/05/2015

05/03/2017

3

169

BUIS_48

BIRNM

10/27/2015

05/03/2017

3

11

BUIS_49

BIRNM

11/12/2015

05/09/2017

7

4069

BUIS_50

BIRNM

11/04/2015

05/15/2017

5

458

BUIS_51

BIRNM

11/04/2015

05/15/2017

6

181

BUIS_52

BIRNM

11/04/2015

05/15/2017

5

197

BUIS_53

BIRNM

10/30/2015

05/09/2017

3

7588

BUIS_54

BIRNM

10/30/2015

05/09/2017

2

47

BUIS_55

BIRNM

10/30/2015

05/09/2017

2

24

BUIS_56

BIRNM

10/30/2015

05/09/2017

3

32

BUIS_57

BIRNM

10/30/2015

05/09/2017

4

53

116

BUIS_58

BIRNM

10/30/2015

05/10/2017

4

20

BUIS_59

BIRNM

10/29/2015

05/10/2017

4

108

BUIS_60

BIRNM

10/29/2015

05/10/2017

3

9

BUIS_61

BIRNM

10/28/2015

05/15/2017

4

16

BUIS_62

BIRNM

10/28/2015

05/05/2017

2

4

BUIS_63

BIRNM

10/27/2015

05/05/2017

4

53

BUIS_64

BIRNM

10/29/2015

05/05/2017

1

3

BUIS_65

BIRNM

10/30/2015

10/29/2016

0

0

BUIS_66

BIRNM

10/28/2015

05/05/2017

4

15

BUIS_67

BIRNM

10/29/2015

05/15/2017

2

10

BUIS_68

BIRNM

10/29/2015

10/29/2016

0

0

BUIS_69

BIRNM

10/29/2015

05/10/2017

7

209

BUIS_70

BIRNM

10/28/2015

05/10/2017

4

30

BUIS_71

BIRNM

10/29/2015

05/10/2017

5

26

BUIS_72

BIRNM

10/29/2015

05/10/2017

6

317

BUIS_73

BIRNM

10/29/2015

05/10/2017

7

235

BUIS_74

BIRNM

10/29/2015

05/10/2017

6

22

BUIS_75

BIRNM

10/28/2015

05/10/2017

4

86

BUIS_76

BIRNM

11/03/2015

05/09/2017

3

2688

BUIS_77

BIRNM

11/03/2015

05/09/2017

3

8

BUIS_78

BIRNM

11/03/2015

05/09/2017

5

13

EEMP_01

EEMP

10/28/2015

05/15/2017

3

3

EEMP_02

EEMP

10/28/2015

05/12/2017

0

0

EEMP_03

EEMP

11/04/2015

10/29/2016

0

0

LANG_01

LB

10/27/2015

05/12/2017

4

71

LANG_02

LB

10/27/2015

10/29/2016

0

0

LANG_03

LB

10/27/2015

05/12/2017

4

46

LANG_04

LB

10/27/2015

05/12/2017

1

1

LANG_05

LB

10/27/2015

05/12/2017

2

44

RNEM_02

LB

10/29/2016

5/12/2017

1

1

RNEM_09

LB

10/29/2016

5/12/2017

0

0

117

RNEM_45

LB

10/29/2016

5/12/2017

3

5

RNEM_46

LB

10/29/2016

5/12/2017

2

2

500

LB

12/12/2015

4/21/2016

0

0

501

LB

12/12/2015

4/21/2016

0

0

502

LB

12/12/2015

4/21/2016

0

0

506

LB

12/12/2015

4/21/2016

0

0

507

LB

12/12/2015

4/21/2016

0

0

508

LB

12/12/2015

4/21/2016

0

0

509

LB

12/12/2015

4/21/2016

0

0

519

LB

12/12/2015

4/21/2016

2

10

545

LB

12/12/2015

4/21/2016

0

0

546

LB

12/12/2015

4/21/2016

0

0

547

LB

12/12/2015

4/21/2016

1

1

548

LB

12/12/2015

4/21/2016

0

0

549

LB

12/12/2015

4/21/2016

0

0

550

LB

12/12/2015

4/21/2016

0

0

551

LB

12/12/2015

4/21/2016

1

1

UVEE_80

Teague Bay

10/13/2016

5/15/2017

0

0

UVEE_82

Teague Bay

10/13/2016

5/15/2017

0

0

UVEE_85

Teague Bay

10/13/2016

5/17/2017

1

1

UVEE_86

Teague Bay

10/13/2016

5/15/2017

1

4

UVEE_87

Teague Bay

10/13/2016

5/15/2017

1

1

UVEE_88

Teague Bay

10/13/2016

5/17/2017

1

1

UVEE_89

Teague Bay

10/13/2016

5/17/2017

1

4

UVEE_90

Teague Bay

10/13/2016

5/16/2017

0

0

UVEE_91

Teague Bay

10/13/2016

5/16/2017

1

1

UVEE_92

Teague Bay

10/13/2016

5/16/2017

1

15

UVEE_93

Teague Bay

10/13/2016

5/16/2017

1

5

UVEE_94

Teague Bay

10/13/2016

5/16/2017

1

1

UVEE_95

Teague Bay

10/13/2016

5/16/2017

2

4

UVEE_96

Teague Bay

11/9/2016

5/16/2017

2

2

118

UVEE_97

Teague Bay

11/10/2016

5/15/2017

0

0

UVEE_98

Teague Bay

11/11/2016

5/15/2017

0

0
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